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FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

As this issue of the Bulletin was belatedly being prepared for publication,
we were saddened to learn of the death of one of our retired members,
James S. K. Tung, Curator-Emeritus of the Gest Oriental Library and the East
Asian Collections of Princeton University. Mr. Tung passed away on December 23,
1982, at the Princeton Medical Center. On January 14, 1983, a memorial service
was held in the Princeton University Chapel, at which remarks in memoriam
were presented by Professor Marion J. Levy, Jr. and Vice-President for Public
Affairs Robert K. Durkee, both of Princeton University, and by Dr. Eugene Wu,
Librarian, Harvard-Yenching Library.
At the request of the CEAL Chairperson, who was unable to be present at the
service, Dr. Wu also delivered the following message:
On behalf of the many members of the Committee on East Asian
Libraries who have had the privilege of knowing James S. K. Tung
as a colleague and friend, and who have benefitted from our
association with him over the years, I wish to express our pro
found sorrow at the news of his passing and to pay tribute to
his many major achievements as a scholar and librarian. Not the
least of his contributions to East Asian librarianship were the
distinguished leadership he afforded to our organization while
he served as its chairperson in 1973-1974, and the inspiration
he provided to his colleagues. By virtue of his personal example,
he set for us the highest standards of devotion and dedication
to our profession. It is for these personal qualities, as well
as for his many more public accomplishments, that we shall continue
to honor and respect his name.
Mr. Tung'8 career and his accomplishments up to the time of his retirement as
Curator of the Gest Oriental Library in 1977 were summarized in an article by
Maureen Donovan, which appeared in issue no. 53 (July 1977) of the Bulletin
(pp. 57-59).

(Richard C. Howard)
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MATERIALS ON EAST ASIA IN THE SOUTHERN HISTORICAL COLLECTION,
WILSON LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
Edward G. Martinique

University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill

Some of the most evocative and vigorous writing about the link between the
American South and East Asia is contained in the letters, diaries, and personal
memorabilia of people who actively participated in this relationship. Testi
mony of this kind is found in the Southern Historical Collection of the
Manuscripts Department in the Academic Affairs Library of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The letters, photographs, newspaper clippings,
etc., that make up the body of material on East Asia that is in the Collection
are fragmentary and deal with topics that were of immediate interest to the
people who wrote and collected them. As might be expected, this material
emphasizes the Americans' response to the life* they found in East Asia and
describes that life in terms of the life they had lived in the United States.
The material concerned with Ea6t Asia takes up only a small percentage of the
more than seven million manuscript items that the Manuscripts Department makes
available to researchers in United States southern history. The holdings of
the Department are organized into three large divisions—the University Archives,
General and Literary Manuscripts, and the Southern Historical Collection. This
last is the largest and best known of these manuscript groups.
The University began acquiring North Carolina manuscripts in the 1840s, broadened
its policies in the 1920s to seek manuscripts from the entire South, and estab
lished the Southern Historical Collection in 1930. The Collection is a center
for research on the South with important holdings from all the Southern states.
The manuscripts consist of the private papers of individuals and families and
the records of private organizations. The Collection preserves letters, diaries,
account books, other unpublished manuscripts, photographs, tape recordings, and
slight printed items.
Once established, the Southern Historical Collection became a major manuscript
collection, recognized internationally as a research center for Southern history
and culture. Each year readers use about 3,000 groups of papers. These
researchers come not only from the local region and from other parts of the
South, but also from other areas of the country, and from as far away as Japan,
The staff of the Manuscripts Department is very capable and very eager to help
these patrons find what they need. Their knowledge of the contents of the
material in the Collection has saved researchers much time that otherwise would
have been lost in arduous searching. The card catalog of names, places, and
subjects is helpful in pinpointing where in the large mass of primary documents
the material on East Asian topics can be found.
Another entrance into the Collection is provided by the information given in its
published guides: The Southern Historical Collection: a guide to manuscripts by
Susan Sokol Blosser and Clyde Norman Wilson, Jr. which was published in 1970,
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and the Southern Historical Collection: a supplementary guide to manuscripts
by Everard H. Smith, III, published in 1976. Both guides contain Indexes to
subjects, persons, and places. Some of the material in the Collection is
described also in Philip M. Hamer's Guide to archives and manuscripts in the
United States, published in 1961. And, of course, the Library of Congress
describes many of these manuscript groups in its National union catalog of
manuscript collections. In the near future a group of scholars at the Univer
sity of Hawaii plans to publish a list of major manuscript collections dealing
with East Asia. The East Asian material in the Southern Historical Collection
will be included in this publication.
The connections with South and East Asia that are recorded in these files of
manuscripts and memorabilia date from the days of the early Republic when
American merchants were trading with the entire world. The shipping book of
the Boston firm of Marshall and Wildes carries a great deal of information about
the Far Eastern commerce of Americans in the 1820s. One can find prices for all
the merchandise of their trade, the kinds of Items traded, and the amounts
carried in the company's ships from ports in the Sandwich Islands, as Fawaii was
then called, to Canton, and back (Southern Historical Collection (SHC) papers
no. 2356: Marshall and Wildes).
The papers of John Young Mason, Secretary of the Navy under Presidents Tyler and
Polk, contain letters from his son, a purser on the USS Vincennes, who visited
China in 1846, He pictures to his father the dress of the Chinese, compares their
religion to the Catholic religion, and comments on the portly mandarins,
explaining that in Chinese culture good luck is associated with corpulence.
In a letter to his mother dated April the 28th, 1846, when his ship was anchored
off Macao, this naval officer describes what he believes to be one of the first
times that a Chinese gave a banquet for foreigners (SHC papers no. 1546: Mason,
John Young).
The presence of US Navy ships in Far Eastern waters was continuous from the
beginnings of American trade with that part of the world. That they were a
necessary corollary of trade is proved by the mention of American vessels near
Canton being robbed by Chinese pirates in 1844. The same writer, Catesby Jones,
an officer in the US Navy, gives an eyewitness report of the meeting of Caleb
Cushing, US minister to China, with the Chinese imperial minister, Keying (Ch'i-ying) ,
on June 21st and 22nd, 1844, to discuss a treaty between the two countries—the
first of the unequal treaties that were to poison our relations with China until
all the treaties were revoked by the end of the Second World War (SHC papers no.
1178: Jones, Catesby A. P . ) .
The Influence of the West on the closed society of China was shown dramatically
within a decade of the signing of this first treaty. The Taiping Rebellion,
which swept through eastern China from south to north in the 1850s and early 1860s>,
adopted a peculiar form of Christianity as its religion and attempted to over
throw the Ch'ing dynasty. The good will of the Westerners towards the rebels is
shown clearly in the letter of an eyewitness to the fighting in "Shanghae" in
October, 1853. The writer, George M. Harris, sees the Taipings as a wholesome
force for changing old China, remarking that, although the Taipings go beyond
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Christianity in many of their teachings, these impurities in Taiplng doctrine
will in time be worked off, "as," he says, "the lees of the wine" (SHC papers
no. 465: McGavock family.) Seven years later another eyewitness, more
concerned with the Anglo-French assault on the Catholic cathedral in Peking,
the Pei-t'ang, than on the waning civil war, refers to the Taipings off-handedly
as "the R e b e l s — a Christian Army as it is sometimes called" (SHC papers no. 2810:
Winston, Francis Donne11).
The US naval presence in East Asia remained constant. Many of the writers whose
letters are found in the groups of papers in the Southern Historical Collection
were Navy men on duty on the Asiatic Station. They record with candor their
visits to the cities of East Asia. For example, one describes his ride on horse
back through the crowded streets of "Yeddo", an earlier name for present-day
Tokyo, to a temple where he lunches and then observes the displays of wrestlers
and archers. At Shanghai he remarks on the sampans, stocked with ducks, geese,
and other good Inexpensive things to eat, that come out to meet his ship as it
enters the harbor (SHC papers no. 1850: Buchanan-McClellan).
These are the writings of men who served on the Asiatic Station during the last
quarter of the nineteenth century, a relatively peaceful time in the treaty ports
of China. But by 1900 and afterward that beguiling sense of peace was to change
to nervous insecurity as the Chinese became more determined to throw the
foreigners out of China. In 1900 the Boxers challenged the Western imperialist
nations and laid selge to the foreign embassies in Peking. The US Navy sent
Flag Lieutenant Victor Blue to Taku to communicate with allied forces at Tientsin
and at Peking and to report on the disposition of the Boxers, on the Chinese Army
troops, and on the landing forces of the foreign nations. Many interesting facts,
recoverable from nowhere else, are contained in his papers. As an example, Blue
reports on the need of the foreign troops in Peking and Tientsin for beer, mineral
water, and wine because of the great heat in the summer of 1900 (SHC papers no.
2795: Blue, Victor). Another source mentions the relief of Peking and the
carving-up of China that followed, with Japan getting "Corea"; Russia obtaining
Manchuria and Chihli; Germany receiving Shantung; and England acquiring access to
the rich Yangtse river valley. At the end of September one correspondent writes
about the unabating hostilities of the Allies, who continued to take more Chinese
forts on the northern plains long after the siege had been lifted (SHC papers no.
182: Cotton, Lyman Atkinson).
More about the fight against the Boxers is given in the papers of a Lieutenant
of Engineers, US Army, in the China Relief Expedition. He describes engagements
at several places as the Expedition makes its way from Taku on the coast to
Peking. After the besieged Westerners in the Legation Ouarter were saved, Army
life in the Expedition's encampment adjacent to the Temple of Agriculture is
given in great detail. The setting up of a Chinese court of justice in the
American sector; the banditry of two US Army privates together with five Chinese
companions at Tang Erh Li; the murder of one soldier by another in November,
1900; and the worry over several cases of smallpox in the spring of 1901 are all
recounted here and provide us with a fascinating picture of the American Army
in Peking at the turn of the century (SHC papers no. 2970: Ferguson, Harley Rascom).
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With Che end of the Boxer Rebellion foreign interests in China increased and
the US Navy remained in Chinese waters to protect the merchants and the
missionaries. The fleet cruised from Yokosuka in Japan to Shanghai and
Hong Kong in China and then down to the Philippines. The Navy men travelled
into the interior of China on gunboats, chasing Chinese bandits and delivering
food to relieve the hunger caused by the famines that plagued the various
regions of China (SHC papers no. 3387: Anderson, Edwin Alexander).
As Chinese nationalism grew in the teens and twenties of this century, the
anti-foreign attitude of the Chinese became more and more outspoken. One
correspondent, whose papers are held in the Southern Historical Collection,
commanded a gunboat that patrolled the Yangtse River in the middle 1920s when
Nationalist troops fired on foreign merchant river boats, commandeered them,
and then pressed the merchants with claims for reparations. The close rela
tionship between American businessmen and the United States Asiatic Fleet is
revealed quite clearly in the reports of this Navy captain about the events
that took place in Ningpo at the end of June and the beginning of July, 1925,
in response to the shooting of Chinese demonstrators by British police in
Shanghai. The British American Tobacco Company, the Liggett and Myers Tobacco
Company, and the entire British business community at Ningpo are highlighted
in his reports (SHC papers no. 1592: Merrill, Aaron Stanton).
In most of the papers scenes of the diplomatic sphere of life in East Asia are
given only in two or three letters of a correspondent or sometimes only in a
few lines within a letter. There is one file of papers, however—that of the
naval attache" to the American Embassy in Japan, Lyman Atkinson Cotton—that
provides us with a full picture of embassy life. Cotton and his wife wrote
home in detail about their activities In Japan and in China from 1912 to 1915.
Many of the major personalities of Japanese history in the early years of this
century come alive in these letters. We are present at the courts of the Meiji
and the Taisho emperors; we attend the funerals of the Meiji Emperor and of the
Empress Dowager. There is also information in this file about living conditions
in Japan at that time, about the political situation in China after the 1911
Revolution and in Japan from 1912 to 1914, and about the Japanese colonization
of Formosa, the Pescadores, and of Korea (SHC papers no. 182: Cotton, Lyman
Atkinson).
Ulysses S. Grant's visit to China and Japan in 1879 is described in graphic
detail by a young Marine officer stationed aboard the USS Richmond. We see
glimpses of Li Hung-chang and his "Europeanized" daughters, of the Japanese
court at a soiree given for Grant at the Shiba Palace, and many more episodes
of the former President's trip through East Asia. Many places and much of the
life of the peoples of China and Japan are described by this officer at the
time when both nations were reaching out to the West for help in becoming
modern states (SHC papers no. 218: Dickins, Francis Asbury).
Some of the help offered by the nations of the Western world was brought to the
Far East by the Christian missionaries in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
With evangelistic fervor, Baptists and other Protestants from the South brought
to the old Far Eastern cultures a progressive point of view and a dynamic will
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to achieve. Some of their adventures and accomplishments are recorded in
the manuscript files of the Southern Historical Collection.
These missionaries were careful observers, reporting on what they saw with
sharp insight. In a 1854 letter of one such missionary, there is mention
made of Sir John Bowring, then governor of Hong Kong, stopping at Shanghai
before going on to Japan to negotiate a treaty and of the attempt by the
American consul at Shanghai, Robert M. McLane, to purchase the island of
"Ch us an (i.e. Chou-shan i n U-J ) at the mouth of the Yangtse River. Had
he been successful, America might have had her own Hong Kong. This Southern
missionary in Shanghai also mentions the attendance of Yankees at his services
In the late 1860s in spite of his being a Southerner. In 1870 his writing
sounds a note to be heard again and again afterward: the intolerance of the
Chinese towards foreigners (SHC papers no. 1466: Pendleton, William Nelson).
11

Some of these missionaries, away from the treaty ports, were hard-pressed and
had to fend for themselves. Among the first to settle in Huchow, in northern
Chekiang Province, was a husband-and-wife team who were unable to obtain a
house to live in when they first came to Huchow. They had to live for a time
with another more fortunate missionary. The husband stood at street corners
of the town and sold copies of the Bible to Chinese passing by, much like an
itinerant peddlar, while his wife studied Chinese in order to teach Chinese
women the tenets of Christianity. The husband rails against the Infanticide
and dishonesty he witnesses among the Chinese (SHC papers no. 450: McCorkle,
William Parsons).
For their part, many Chinese were just as implacably hostile to these foreign
missionaries. One father in the United States wrote a letter to his son
expressing great concern for the welfare of his son and his family during the
Yangtse Valley riots in 1891, hoping they had been recalled to Shanghai where,
presumably, they would be safer (SHC papers no. 105: Burke, William B . ) .
Despite this hostility the missionaries stayed on, building their churches,
their schools, and their medical clinics. They were witnesses to the 1911
Revolution and to the disorders of the years following it.
One especially vigorous Christian movement, that began in China early in this
century and continued through the war years up until 1949, was the Young Men's
(and Women's) Christian Association. The Southern Historical Collection is
fortunate to have acquired the writings of two of the most active workers of
the YMCA and YWCA in China.
Eugene Epperson Barnett served the YMCA movement from 1910 to 1935, establishing
and developing the YMCA compound at Hangchow. He met such famous historical
figures as "Charlie" Soong, the founder of the Soong business dynasty in Nationa
list China; James Yen, who advocated popular education in China, and many other
prominent Chinese. He was in Shanghai on Saturday, May 30th, 1925, when the
British police of the International Settlement fired into a crowd of Chinese
labor demonstrators. This affair became known as the May 30th Incident, the
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largest anti-foreign demonstration to occur in China during the first half of
the twentieth century. He records the increasingly virulent anti-Christian
attacks that accompanied the rise of the Kuomlntang. He recounts the landing
of Japanese naval forces from the battleship Idzumo, their occupation of the
northern part of Shanghai, and the incendiarism of Japanese "rowdies" In
Shanghai's Chapel section on January 27, 1932 (SHC papers no. 3669: Barnett,
Eugene Epperson).
Marlon Dudley worked for the Young Women's Christian Association in Canton and
Hong Kong from 1927 until the outbreak of the Second World War. She organized
Chinese women's vocational and cultural homes, summer camps, and a medical clinic,
institutions that attracted Chinese women from many parts of South China. She
was interned by the Japanese after the siege and surrender of Hong Kong in 1941,
and returned to America late in the summer of 1942. Her recollections of the
internment in Hong Kong are absorbing and poignant (SHC papers no. 3935:
Dudley, Marion).
Another successful sphere of missionary influence was medicine. Miss Dudley's
clinics had been created and developed earlier in the twentieth century by
brothers in faith like Wallace H. Buttrick and sisters like Mattie Buchanan.
Buttrick worked on the China Medical Board of the Rockefeller Foundation from
1914. He was involved in the planning for nine centers of medical education in
China. The only planned center actually to be built was the Peking Union Medical
School, established in 1915. He visited Yuan Shih-k'ai in his palace and the
Taisho Emperor at Nikko. He also helped develop medical missionary work in
Manchuria (SHC papers no. 3754: Buttrick, Caroline I . ) .
Mattie Buchanan established clinics, bible schools, and orphanages in Kowloon,
across from Hong Kong, and in Canton. Her testimony about the disruption caused
by the 1911 Revolution in Kowloon, the tragedies she witnessed during the devas
tating flood near Canton in 1915, her anxieties in the face of what she termed
the "superstition of ignorance" of the Chinese masses from the interior of China
are all grippingly and candidly related (SHC papers no. 106: Burnett family).
Other medical missionaries serving in China in the 1930s and 1940s mention militant
communism, the Japanese attacks in 1931-32 and in 1939, and the political and
economic conditions in China after the Second World War (SHC papers no. 3457:
Bagley family and SHC papers no. 3844: Watson, Robert Briggs).
Another group of Westerners who had the opportunity to observe the East Asians
closely were the merchants who came to East Asia to trade. As early as the
founding of the Republic of the United States merchants were bartering their
country'8 manufactures for the tea and textiles of China and the ceramics and
art of Japan. Their visions of a growing commerce between the United States and
East Asia were sometimes premature. It was premature, for instance, to attempt
to provide a steamship route between China and the United States as early as
1849. The information about business conditions in Shanghai at this period
collected for this Southern entrepreneur, Thomas Butler King, is very full and
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very minute. There is an interesting mention made in these papers of the
death of the Tao-Kuang Emperor, on the 26th of February in 1850 and of the
following hundred days of mourning during which little business was done In
Shanghai (SHC papers no. 1252: King, Thomas Butler).
Another set of papers from a merchant in China describes the social life of
Westerners up to and into the Japanese invasion and occupation of Shanghai in
1939, 1940, and 1941. Ivey Goodman Riddick was employed by the BritishAmerican Tobacco Company, in Hankow in the 1920s and in Shanghai in the 1930s.
Among these papers are found detailed descriptions of social activities,
political events, and economic conditions, all containing those particular
bits of information that bring to life the more formal reports of government
officials, newspapermen, and historians, and fix the periods and events
described into closer and clearer focus (SHC papers no. 4120: Riddick family).
There were also people from the South who went to the Far East as visitors only,
who for a brief time intruded into the life of East Asia and then departed,
returning home or continuing on a world-encircling tour. But they left behind
in the holdings of the Southern Historical Collection the impressions of their
adventures in East Asia. One such is Hiss Mary Henderson who visited her sister,
Mrs. Lyman Cotton, in Tokyo in 1913 and went on to Peking, Hong Kong, and then
to India and Europe. Her impressions are interesting as a counterpoint to those
of her sister (SHC papers no. 182: Cotton, Lyman Atkinson.), who was present
at the same events but who viewed them through eyes accustomed to several years
of residence in Japan (SHC papers no. 327: Henderson, John Steele).
One visitor to East Asia in our times was a participant in the Experiment in
International Living Program who spent a month in Kanazawa, a port city in westcentral Honshu, Japan, in 1956. She describes the family she lived with, the
mayor and other officials of Kanazawa whom she met, and the city itself, which
is a center of the arts industries of Japan. The people of Kanazawa are famous
for producing an imitation of Kutani porcelain and for silk printing. She also
describes the other places in Japan she visited in May and June of 1956 (SHC
papers no. 3832: Mitchell, Morris Randolph).
These are only some of the people, places, and events mentioned in the holdings
of the Southern Historical Collection. There are many more. Below, a completeto-date list is provided of the papers in the Southern Historical Collection
that are pertinent to East Asian topics. They are arranged first by the East
Afaian country most mentioned in their contents and then in chronological order.
All these people left records of their adventures in East Asia that provide
primary source material for many different subjects in East Asian history and
culture. They also provide material that describes the contact of the people
of the American South with the peoples of East Asia.
CHINA
1822-26

No. 2356 Marshall and Wildes.
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Businessmen; shipping book
of cargoes between Sandwich
Islands and Canton.

1836-45

No. 1178 Jones, Catesby A. P. Roger.

US Navy, Macao and Canton.

1846

No. 1546 Mason, John Young.

US Navy, Canton.

1849-50

No. 1252 King, Thomas Butler.

Businessman, interested in
steamship line to East Asia,
Shanghai.

1853

No. 465 McGavock family.

Talping Rebellion; Small Sword
Society in Shanghai.

1854, 1867,
No. 1466 Pendleton, William Nelson.

Missionary work, Shanghai;
diplomatic affairs.

1860

No. 2810 Winston, Francis Donnell.

Conditions in China.

1870

1869-70

No. 1152, Gift, Ellen Shakelford.

Businessman, Hong Kong.

1870s

No. 450 McCorkle, William Parsons.

Missionary work, Hangchow,
Yokohama.

1873-79

No. 218 Dickins, Francis Asbury.

Missionary work, Hangchow;
Ulysses S. Grant in China
and Japan; travels in North
China; sightseeing in Japan.

1880s, 1900

No. 433 Long, Andrew T.

US Navy, duty in Chinese and
Japanese waters.

1885

No. 3374 Ferebee-Gregory-McPherson.

US Navy.

1890

No. 105 Burke, William B.

Missionary work in Shanghai;
US legislation against Chinese.

1890, 1901-03,
US Navy; kidnapping in South
China; Tokyo earthquake.
1923-24

No. 3387 Anderson, Edwin Alexander.
US Navy; sightseeing in China,
and Japan.

1891-92

No. 549 Norfleet.

1894

No. 845 Erwin, William Carson.

American consulate in Shanghai.

1898,1900-01,
1903-04,

1909

1898-1909

US Army Signal Corps, Hong Kong;
permanent telegraph line to
Peking.
No. 2981 Scriven, Bertha Bragg.

No. 2795 Blue, Victor.
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US Navy; Boxer Rebellion.

1900

No. 2541 Johnston, Rufus Zenas.

US Navy; Boxer Rebellion.

1900-01

No. 2970 Ferguson, Harley Rascom.

US Army Engineers; Boxer
Rebellion, Peking.

1910-36

No. 3669 Barnett, Eugene Epperson.

YMCA in Hangchow and
Shanghai.

1912-26

No. 106 Burnett family.

Missionary work in Hong Kong
and Canton, 1911 Revolution.

1912-45

No. 1470 Gaston, James McFadden.

Medical missionary, Mayfield
Tyzzer Hospital for Men in
Laochowfu, Shantung.

1914-16

No. 3754 Buttrick, Caroline I.

Medical missionary, Peking
Union Medical College,
Rockefeller Foundation;
Manchuria.

1914-16

No. 2645 Upshur.

US Marine Corps duty in Peking.

1917-29

No. 3302 Poteat, Jr., Edwin McNeill.

Missionary work, Baptist
College in Shanghai; Chinese
nationalist movements"s effect
on missionary work.

1918-43

No. 4120 Riddick family.

Businessman, British American
Tobacco Company, Shanghai;
Japanese invasion of Shanghai.

1925-27

No. 1592 Merrill, Aaron Stanton.

US Navy, Yangtse River;
anti-foreignism.

1927-31

No. 4203 Robson, Harriet Hardison.

US Diplomatic Corps in Peking;
early Communist-Nationalist
struggles; travel in North
China, foreign legation social
activities.

1927-47

No. 3935 Dudley, Marion.

YWCA in Hong Kong and Canton;
surrender of Hong Kong in
1941.

1931-32,
1936-37

No. 3457 Bagley family.

Kiangyin, Kiangsu, China;
Japanese invasion of China.
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1934 or
1935

No. 1516 Parker, Frank.

US military commander of the
Philippines; slides of
Peking and Shanghai; Chinese
troops drilling.

1945

No. 1134 Thornton, Jr., Dan McCarthy.

US Marines, Tsingtao, Peking.

1946-54

No. 3844 Watson, Robert Briggs.

Public health work in China,
Japan, Korea, Taiwan. Social,
political, and economic
conditions in East Asia
after the Second World War.

GULF OF MEXICO
1891

No. 1704 Wirt family (GoldsboroughWirt)

Chinese traveling to Havana
on ship from New Orleans.

1860, 1912

No. 1850 Buchanan-McClellan.

US Navy; Shanghai, China,
and Tokyo, Japan; Chinese
agriculture and finance.

1900, 191215, 1920s

No. 182 Cotten Lyman Atkinson.

Boxer Rebellion; Japanese
Empire; naval forces in East
Asia.

1901

No. 850 Baldwin, George Johnson.

Businessman; possibilities
of investment in Tokyo street
railways.

1906-09

No. 3367 Blanchard, Elizabeth.

Japanese art and culture;
position of women in Japanese
society; foreign settlement
in Kobe.

1907

No. 2455 McBee, Silas.

Discussion with William K. Taft
about possibility of war with
Japan.

1910-19

No. 2493 Hobbs-Mendenhall

JAPAN
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Quaker missionary life in
Japan.

1913

No. 327 Henderson, John Steele.

Mary Henderson visits her
sister in Japan, travels
to China, then continues
to circle the world.

1913-14

No. 2605 Tucker family.

Secretary of State
William Jennings Bryan on
Japanese-American diplomatic
difficulties.

1956

No. 3832 Mitchell, Morris Randolph.

Experiment in International
Living; life with a Japanese
family in Kanazawa, Japan.

1961-62

No. 3842 Ethridge, Mark Foster.

Japanese newspapers and
publishing, seminary on
journalism; travel in Japan;
members of the Japanese
press visit Louisville,
Kentucky.

No. 3966 Raper, Arthur Franklin.

Field notes as social science
advisor for Far East missions
throughout Taiwan and Japan.

TAIWAN
1950s
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THE EAST ASIAN PROJECT OF THE RESEARCH LIBRARIES GROUP

Alan Tucker

Note:

The Research Libraries
Group, Inc.

The project described in this paper has been supported by grants
from the Ford Foundation, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, and
the National Endowment for the Humanities. This paper was origi
nally presented at the ASIS '82 Conference in Columbus, Ohio, on
19 October 1982. The paper is copyrighted by The Research
Libraries Group, Inc., 1982, which has kindly given permission
for it to be published in the CEAL Bulletin.

Introduction
In the Spring of next year the Library of Congress, with the largest holdings
of East Asian materials in this country, and far and away the largest producer
of original bibliographic data on East Asian materials, will take delivery of
the first eight of a scheduled total of 24 RLG CJK (Chinese, Japanese, Korean)
terminals and begin cataloging online into RLIN, the Research Libraries
Information Network. At the same time, the East Asian library of the Hoover
Institution at Stanford will receive its four RLG CJK terminals and begin
cataloging in RLIN. By the end of 1983, a total of 13 institutions, with 54
RLG CJK terminals, will be using RLIN for the creation, storage, and retrieval
of bibliographic records containing Chinese, Japanese, and Korean vernacular
data. The installation of RLG CJK terminals in these institutions will mark
the fruition of a project to which the Research Libraries Group committed itself
in 1979, following the reports of two committees of the American Council of
Learned Societies on strategic national planning in the East Asian Library field.
The real effect of this is more than simply technical: in using RLIN for
technical processing and public services, East Asian libraries will become much
more integrated into the processing and service context of their parent insti
tutions, just as their bibliographic records are integrated into the main RLIN
bibliographic database ©f more than 7.5 million records.
There are three components to RLG's East Asian project: the development of the
RLG CJK terminal, the development of a character set, and the enhancement of
existing RLIN software and the design of modifications to the US MARC format.

The RLG CJK Terminal
In February 1981, RLG circulated a Request for Proposal (RFP) to nearly three
dozen firms in the United States, Japan, and the Republic of China, for the
development of a terminal which would support Chinese, Japanese, and Korean
scripts as well as the complete ALA/MARC character set, be programmed to emulate
our existing intelligent terminals, and use our network communications protocol.
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Eight potential vendors responded to our RFP, their proposals covering the
full spectrum of input techniques from large keyboard to phonetic conversion
to component entry. None of the proposed systems was in a state of "off-theshelf" readiness for our purposes, and after very thorough Investigation we
entered into a joint development agreement with Transtech International Cor
poration of Natick, Massachusetts, for the development of what has come to be
known as the RLG CJK terminal, as well as for the development of our initial
character set, which I will describe later.
The RLG CJK terminal is based on an existing Transtech product, their "Sinoterm,"
which is already operational in Taiwan. The Sinoterm is a component-entry
device, utilizing 245 "word-roots"—complete Chinese characters or basic strokes
or shapes—to compose Chinese characters. Unlike some component-entry systems,
the Sinoterm does not use component expressions to generate characters in real
time; rather, a sequence of keystrokes is used to generate a disk address, and
the indicated character is then retrieved from the attached disk and displayed.
Although not the only deciding factor, this approach to character generation was
very significant in our selecting Transtech from the other "finalists", as all
the proposals which merited serious consideration were lased on component entry.
RLIN terminals communicate with the host computer at Stanford (a dedicated 16mb
IBM 3081) via a polled synchronous network. In normal use, an entire screen is
transmitted to or from the terminal at a time. With component entry systems
capable of generating spurious characters, character validation would have to
take place at the host after the user had typed in a complete screen, perhaps
the entire bibliographic portion of a record. There are two problems with this
technique: first, since the entire character set could probably not be coreresident, the editing of a screen of data would be heavily 1/0 consumptive,
increasing the number of 1/0 operations per record by more than an order of
magnitude; second, from the ergonomic viewpoint, the terminal operator's effi
ciency is best maintained by "instant gratification", i.e., if a character is
correctly composed, that should be instantly evident, while if a character is
incorrectly keyed in, the operator should be immediately notified and should
immediately correct the error, rather than having to deal with a complete screen
possibly containing a number of incorrect characters.
The Sinoterm approach, of course, neatly solves this problem. It is still possible
to key in a character other than the one intended—a given keystroke sequence
might simply identify another character—but it is not possible to key in an in
valid character, one which does not exist in written Chinese, Japanese, or Korean.
The modifications required to transform the Sinoterm into the RLG CJK terminal
were numerous. The existing processor was replaced with a larger o n e — a DEC LSI
1 1 / 2 3 — t o handle the extended functionality required of RLIN terminals, and also
to change the Sinoterm architecture fundamentally: what had been a single terminal
with its own processor and a floppy disk drive for the character set became a
terminal cluster, with the processor acting as a cluster controller for as many
as four terminals, and with a larger, faster, hard disk (a Winchester) attached
to the controller and serving all the terminals connected to that controller.
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A larger monitor was used as the display device, in order to allow the standard
RLIN screen of 25 lines of 80 alphanumeric characters to be used without modifi
cation (pre-formatted input and display screens are an integral part of RLIN);
the new monitor also increased the number of Chinese characters which could be
displayed on a single line to 40 from the original Sinoterm's 22.
And the keyboard was enlarged and modified. Extra keys were added to support
all the keyboard functions available on other RLIN terminals; the full alphanumeric
repertoire used on other RLIN terminals was added (the Sinoterm had only an
upper-case roman character set); a special row of keys for ISBD-required punctua
tion was added, duplicating those characters but making them available without
regard for the character set selected (about which more below); a kana keyboard
layout, based on the Japanese Industrial Standard, was overlaid on the ADCII
section of the keyboard; a set of 33 basic hangul was overlaid on the top three
rows of the keyboard; and a set of four character-set selector keys was added to
enable the processor to interpret the depression of a given key (which might have
as many as six characters from three different character sets associated with
it) correctly.
In using the RLG CJK terminal for record creation, an operator will always use at
least two of the four character sets. Working in Chinese, the user will switch
between the roman and Chinese sets for two reasons: because of the Anglo-American
cataloging rules, some fields must be entered in the vernacular and others in
romanized form or in English; and within fields, at least the content designa
tion—tags, indicators, subfield codes—must be input using the roman set. In
Japanese, the worst case, the operator will normally use roman, Chinese (i.e.,
kanji), and kana (only katakana are engraved on the keytops, but when the key
board is in lower-case shift, hiragana are displayed, while in upper-case,
katakana are displayed). And in some cases, the operator working in Korean will
have to make as much use of the character-set selectors as in Japanese, changing
from roman to Chinese (i.e., hanja) to hangul.
Roman characters and kana are keyed in on a one-for-one basis, as on a normal
alphanumeric keyboard, but both Chinese characters and hangul require multi-stroke
entry. The bottom line of the screen on RLIN terminals is used for control and
status information; on the RLG CJK terminal, part of that line is used as a
"scratch pad" in which the Chinese character or hangul can be composed before
being inserted at the current cursor position on the screen. When the operator
presses the Chinese (or hangul) character set selector, the scratch pad is cleared
and a cursor appears in the first position (the cursor on the main screen is
unaffected). As each character component is keyed in, it appears in the scratch
pad—Chinese character take from one to eight keystrokes, the average being 3.7,
and hangul take from two to four keystrokes. When all the necessary components
have been entered, the operator hits the space bar, and the processor interprets
this as an instruction to search the disk for a character with a matching key
stroke sequence. If such a match is found, the dot-matrix and three-byte codes
are retrieved from the disk, the character is displayed at the current cursor
position on the main screen, and the code is entered in the data stream within the
terminal memory tc await transmission to the host when the current transaction
segment is complete.
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As I mentioned earlier, the displayed character might not be the one the
operator intended to input. Every character known to the system has a unique
keystroke sequence (with one special class of exceptions which I will describe
presently), but if the operator does not mentally decompose the character
correctly, another character might be retrieved. A not-very-satisfactory analogy
might be the case of someone's typing "quite" instead of "quiet"—all the pieces
are there, but arranged differently.
In the event that there is no matching keystroke sequence in the disk file, the
operator gets both an audible response and a message in the scratch pad. Because
of the way the disk file—which we call the local dictionary—is organized, we
expect to be able to indicate to the operator the point in the sequence of input
components beyond which no similar strings of components exists.
The exception to the "unique keystroke sequence" rule is a group of roughly 950
traditional-simplified pairs of Chinese characters, based on 18 radicals, which
share the same sequence between the members of each pair. To discriminate between
the traditional and simplified form, the operator will press the shift key just
before pressing the space bar to signify the end of the input sequence; the
processor will retrieve the traditional form if the input is unshifted, the
simplified form if shift has been pressed. (Incidentally, copious and detailed
documentation is being prepared to guide users of the RLG CJK terminal through
the many rules and exceptions, regularities, and irregularities, that they will
have to handle.)

The Character Set
No one knows with absolute certainty how many Chinese characters there are; no
one k n o w s — p e r i o d — h o w many are required for the purposes of bibliographic des
cription. Within this context of uncertainty, at least four agencies in different
East Asian countries are working on the development of standard character sets
for use in data processing. Almost by definition, none of these can ever be
totally comprehensive unless a process of continual updating is to be undertaken.
For various and unsurprising reasons, the coding systems employed are incompatible,
so that a given character may be represented by as many as four different codes.
And, for perfectly sound lexicographical reasons, the characters in one set, that
developed in Japan for example, may not all be useful or even acceptable in the
parent country of another set, say the PRC.
Within RLG, several premises underlay the development of the RLIN East Asian
Character Code (REACC) and the basic character set which it represents. The
first, and perhaps most important, was that the development of our system for
supporting CJK records could not wait fcr the resolution of the problems outlined
in the preceding paragraph. The second was that we should be able to communicate
bibliographic data, on tape at least, with the national bibliographic agencies
of any East Asian country able to supply or willing to accept such data. And
finally, in order to support the accurate transcription of bibliographic data
from the materials being cataloged, we needed an expandable character set the
initial scope of which should be as broad as was technically and economically
feasible.
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When we entered into our agreement with Transtech, the existing Sinoterm had
a repertoire of 1 0 , 9 3 4 characters, selected on the basis of the needs and
experience of Transtech's Taiwan customers. To satisfy the second and third
premises outlined above, we instructed Transtech to carry out a process of
conformance between that "native" Sinoterm set and the four existing national
standard sets. The results of that conformance are as follows:
—

all characters in volume 1 of CCCII ( 4 , 8 0 7 characters) were found to
be in the Sinoterm set; CCCII codes were added to the file for those
characters

—

all but 5 3 7 characters in the Sinoterm set were found in CCCII (all
published volumes); CCCII codes were added to the file for those
characters found (further work is being done on this group of characters)

— 2 , 3 3 7 characters from the Code of Chinese Graphic
Information Interchange (i.e., the PRC First Set,
all) were not found in the Sinoterm set, and were
characters in this set had PRC codes added to the

Character Set for
6 , 7 6 3 characters in
added to it; all
file

—

7 8 5 characters from the Japan Industrial Standard set (JIS levels 1 and
2 p l u s extensions — 6 , 3 4 9 characters) were not found in the Sinoterm
set, and were added to it; all characters in this set had JIS codes
added to the file

—

7 characters from the Korean Information Processing System set (KIPS
— 2 , 3 9 2 characters) were not found in the Sinoterm set, and were
added to it; all characters in this set had KIPS codes added to the
file.

The conformance process yielded a set of 1 4 , 0 6 3 Chinese characters, for many of
which two, three, or even all four of the national standard codes are present.
Our internal coding system, REACC, which we will use in records stored in the
database and in records distributed on tape to the Library of Congress for their
subsequent redistribution, uses the CCCII pattern of coding. There are several
reasons for this. First, CCCII currently provides the largest character set
available for data processing purposes; by the end of 1 9 8 2 we expect to have an
up-to-date CCCII file containing more than 3 2 , 0 0 0 characters as a resource for
RLIN users. Second, the three-byte structure of CCCII allows for the character
set to grow ultimately to include all known Chinese characters. And finally,
the internal logic of CCCII makes possible the linkage of traditional, simplified,
and other variant forms of characters (and also makes possible some rather power
ful indexing and searching, which I will describe shortly).
In our s y s t e m , characters which do not have CCCII codes use their own national
standard codes, but such codes are prefixed by a byte which, in essence, assigns
them to one or another of the vacant "planes" within the three-dimensional coding
structure reserved for just such other standard (or user-defined) sets.
In referring to the complete CCCII file as a resource, I should explain that there
are really two character-set files within the RLIN system. One, partially des
cribed earlier, is the local dictionary. This is the set of characters - initially
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14,063 Chinese characters and 1,907 hangul — which is resident on the disk
attached to each cluster controller. For each character in the local dictionary,
the information recorded consists of the unique keystroke sequence identifying
that character (internally, even the members of a traditional/simplified pair
have unique keystroke sequences — the keyboard operator doesn't know this, and
doesn't need to (and almost certainly doesn't want to!)), the 16 x 18 dot-matrix
representation of the character, and the REACC value for the character. It is
this file that the terminal operator is interacting with when keying in charac
ters, and which the online system uses to display records retrieved from the
database.
The other file, which we call the CJK Thesaurus, contains all the characters in
the local dictionary, and then some. At the outset, it will consist of the
complete CCCII set, plus any PRC, JIS, and KIPS characters not in that set, and
will thus number well over 33,000 characters. This file is stored as a separate
database on the host computer at Stanford, and its principal function is to
provide a resource from which characters can be added to the local dictionaries
on an as-needed basis. It is the thesaurus which holds the multiple codes for
each character, as well as readings in different languages, dot-matrices in
different sizes, radical/stroke identification, authentication information (e.g.,
dictionary references), notes made by the Thesaurus Administrator, and status
information, such as whether or not the character has been distributed to the
local dictionaries, a rather useful piece of information if the total re-loading
of the dictionaries should ever be required.
The Thesaurus Administrator is a member of the staff of the Library of Congress,
and is the only person outside RLG central staff who can add to or modify the
thesaurus. Users of the system car. search the thesaurus by any of its many
indexes, for such purposes as determining the keystroke sequence of a character
they can't otherwise figure out how to input, or to find a character which isn't
available at the terminal, but is needed for the cataloging of a particular work.
In this latter case, the Thesaurus Administrator will carry out a number of tasks
to make the required character available. If the character is already in the
thesaurus, this will consist mainly of producing the 16 x 18 dot matrix which the
RLG CJK terminal uses, possibly adding some codes, modifying some status infor
mation, and setting a flag so that the system will be able to extract the char
acter during the next update of local dictionaries. If the character is not in
the thesaurus, the administrator will do whatever research is necessary to authen
ticate the character, then build a complete thesaurus record and ready it for
distribution.
Character distribution will take place at night, when the system is not in use,
on a cycle which has not yet been determined. With an initial dictionary of
more than 14,000 characters, we do not expect the need for additional characters
to arise all that frequently, perhaps 100 times a year. As each user logs on,
the version number of the local dictionary will be checked against that of the
thesaurus. Any discrepancy will prevent the user from logging on; for such a
situation to exist, something must have gone wrong with the updating process,
and we would prefer to investigate and rectify it rather than have terminals on
the network which cannot fully communicate with each other and with the database.
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RLIN Enhancements and MARC Modifications
The RLIN Integrated Technical Processing System supports the acquisition
and cataloging of materials in all current MARC formats (except Manuscripts),
and provides a sophisticated retrieval capability by means of nearly 30 indexes
to the bibliographic database. This system is being modified to allow for the
creation, maintenance, retrieval, and display of records containing CJK data,
and also to make possible the use of such records by users at standard RLIN
terminals.
Until fairly recently, the US MARC formats did not have a mechanism by which nonroman character sets could be entered in bibliographic records, nor any adequate
way of linking fields which constituted alternate graphic representations of the
same information, such as the vernacular and romanized versions of a name. The
first of these shortcomings was rectified by the acceptance of a proposal (now
being re-negotiated, but for reasons unrelated to this discussion) to define a
"character sets present" field, in which one would record the escape sequence(s)
used in a record to identify character sets other than the default character set
of the agency or country in which the record was created; the proposal covered
both single - and multi-byte character sets.
The second shortcoming had to be removed to allow cataloging agencies to produce
records which are usable in a heterogeneous environment. In other words, a bib
liographic record produced in Japan for use only within Japan need not carry any
romanized equivalents of fields entered in kanji and kana. But if, as in RLIN,
CJK records are to be integrated into a general bibliographic database (and we in
RLG have absolutely no doubt about the correctness of this approach) where they
may be retrieved by users at non-CJK terminals, then the parallel entry of at
least some basic fields is a necessity. Moreover, since cataloging according to
AACR2 requires that access points for names normally recorded in non-roman scripts
be recorded using the romanization scheme of the cataloging agency, catalogers
using RLIN will continue this practice, while also entering the vernacular form
of the access points in order to make possible more efficient searching and
retrieval. (One of the basic premises of this exercise, after all, is that romanization is ambiguous!)
To make this possible, we defined a new set of fields within the MARC formats to
hold the "alternate graphic representation" of other fields within a record. In
some cases, the alternate field will contain the romanized form (of the imprint
statement, for example); in others, the alternate field will contain the verna
cular form (of the author's name, for example). Each field will carry complete
content designation, thus making it properly manipulable, and each will be linked
to its associated field in an unambiguous and machine-verifiable way.
This proposed change to the formats was presented to MARBI (the interdivisional
committee of the American Library Association responsible for the review of
proposed MARC format changes) at its October 1982 meeting, and approved by that
group; this will be reflected in a MARC Update to be published by the Library of
Congress early next year. At some point in the near future, similar modifications
will need to be made to the MARC Authorities format, if control of vernacular
headings is to be established; the same technique may be applicable, but I have
only just begun to study this.
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Given these two extensions to the MARC formats for bibliographic data, the
RLIN system enhancements can be described. I have already referred to the
need to display CJK records at non-CJK terminals. There are over 600 terminals
on our network, less than 10% of which will be capable of displaying CJK data.
Yet all of these terminals can search the same database, and clearly a search
on Library of Congress subject headings, or, for that matter, on the romanized
form of an East Asian name, could retrieve a mixture of records with and with
out CJK characters in them. The relatively limited distribution of CJK termi
nals means that a reader of Chinese, Japanese, or Korean might have no alterna
tive but to search the database — through the likely intermediary of a reference
librarian — at a regular RLIN terminal. In addition, the non-reader of any of
those languages who finds a CJK fish in his search net might well want access to
the material anyway, to have translated or to use accessible contents such as
tables, illustrations, etc.
As each RLIN terminal logs on to the system, a code will be associated with that
terminal indicating its character-set capability. (An aside: RLG is investigating
the feasibility of supporting other non-roman scripts as well as CJK, principally
Arabic, Cyrillic, Greek, and Hebrew. The enhancements described here and in the
paragraphs which follow, to RLIN software and to the MARC format, are almost all
applicable to these other non-roman scripts. The only technique not generally
applicable is the indexing/searching code normalization discussed below.) When
a record in which there is a "character sets present" field is sent to a terminal,
that terminal's capability indicator will be checked and the display tailored
accordingly. For instance, if a user at a CJK terminal retrieves a CJK record
(recognizable by the value in the "character sets present" field), then for most
display formats the romanized version of a field which is also present in the
vernacular will not be displayed; any field which occurs only in roman characters
will, of course, be displayed. At the CJK terminal, the only time all f i e l d s —
including equivalent vernacular and romanized versions — are displayed is on the
format used for cataloging, that is, a fully tagged and content-designated
representation.
Conversely, the user at a non-CJK terminal who retrieves a CJK record will get
all the romanized data displayed. Cataloging rules within RLG stipulate that,
at the very least, there must be parallel entry of the title and statement of
responsibility, edition statement, imprint, and series statements. Thus a basic
bibliographic description is available to users at all RLIN terminals, whatever
their (the users' AND the terminals') character-set capability.
Where indexable fields contain CJK data, those fields will be indexed and search
able in the vernacular. In fact, in order to take advantage of a particular
feature of CCCII, some fields will be indexed twice, in normalized and unnormalized
form. Within that portion of REACC which constitutes the Chinese character domain
of CCCII, that is, not JIS codes with a prefix byte, or PRC codes with a prefix
byte, etc., all recorded variant forms of a given character share the same
values for bytes 2 and 3 of their code. Only byte one, the byte indicating the
"plane" on which the character resides, differs, and it differs by fixed amounts.
(Given the present audience, I am assuming a basic understanding of CCCII.) It
is possible, therefore, by a fairly simple arithmetic manipulation, to convert
any code within this domain to that of the traditional form of the character, our
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"normalized" form. This then makes possible two different approaches to
indexing and searching: if one knows precisely the characters In which an
author's name is represented, then by searching the unnormallzed index — in
which the data from the field being indexed is not transformed as described
above — one insures that only that form will be retrieved; but if the searcher
isn't sure about the form, or, perhaps a more common occurrence, if one is
searching on words in titles, then using the normalized index (and, Incidentally,
entering the search request using any form of the characters) will retrieve all
instances of the name or word regardless of the way they were originally recorded.
All this goes on only in indexing and searching: the characters in the actual
bibliographic records — the things stored and retrieved — are never normalized.

Conclusion
Shortly after I wrote the foregoing, the first cluster controller and four RLG
CJK terminals were delivered to us at Stanford, another concrete step in the
realization of our goals in this project. Over the next few months programming,
documentation, testing, and training will bring us ever closer to the day when
the online cataloging of East Asian materials, and the integration of descrip
tions of those materials into a very large and invaluable bibliographic database,
will—among the RLG membership at least — be an everyday reality. At that
point we will have achieved a less tangible but equally important goal: nothing
less than — as the President of RLG put it when she saw the first RLG CJK
terminals — "a revolution in East Asian librarianship in this country."
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A NOTE ON CJK WORD-ROOTS

In his very interesting and informative paper, Mr. Tucker outlines the
numerous modifications and additions which have been necessary to transform
the original Sinoterm machine into the RLG CJK system.
Although the original vocabulary of Chinese characters has been greatly expanded
by the addition of simplified forms, Japanese kana, and Korean hangul, and
although various other functions have been added, the basic concept of the 245
"word-roots," or "Sinoroots," has remained. It has seemed to me that it might
be interesting to the readers of the CEAL Bulletin to see a few examples of the
elements which are used in composing the Chinese characters, and some illustra
tions of how they are used. Mr. Tucker points out that to compose these charac
ters requires from one to eight strokes, and that the average is 3.7 strokes.
The following three pages, reproduced with the permission of the Transtech
International Corporation, illustrate how this is done. Those of us who were
present at the CEAL meeting in Chicago on April 1, 1982, will recall Mr. Tucker's
presentation there, and also that he distributed to his audience a plan of the
keyboard for the RLG CJK terminal, Illustrating the point to which it had been
developed at that time. As I recall it, there were still at that time some
problems to be solved regarding the placement of the Korean hangul symbols.
Nevertheless, the component-entry system for Chinese characters had much earlier
been decided upon. In due course the users of RLG CJK terminals may expect
to receive detailed instructions on the use of these terminals. The following
pages are offered merely as illustrations of the applications of the 245 elements
which are combined to produce Chinese characters.
It might also be mentioned that in 1982 several Library of Congress staff members
visited Transtech to learn of progress and to see the product as it then stood.
After using the existing terminal, one of these persons estimated that, with
training, an operator would be able to produce between 20 and 25 characters
per minute. This compares favorably with the speed at which these characters
can be written by hand. We can expect that progress at the beginning will be
much slower, and that various problems will arise. We can also expect, that
with the application of time and effort, and with a period of adequate training,
these problems can be solved.
(E. G. B.)
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Subcommittee on Japanese Materials
One of the functions of the Subcommittee on Japanese Materials is to serve
as a clearinghouse for information.

The Subcommittee is now conducting a

survey of ongoing and planned bibliographic works in the field of Japanese
studies.

We, the members of the Subcommittee, hope to inform CEAL members

who are interested, and, at the same time, avoid duplication of efforts.

If you are planning, currently working on, or have already finished any
bibliographic undertaking, please send this information to:
Yasuko Makino
Asian Library
325 Library
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
1408 W. Gregory Drive
Urbana, Illinois 61801
Information to be included is:
Compiler(e)
Institution
Topic
Stage of completion
The Subcommittee has not decided the exact method of feedback to the member
ship, but rest assured that you will hear from us.

If you know of anyone

who is working on a bibliographic undertaking in Japanese studies, we would
be very grateful if you would urge that person to send me information on
his project and its current status.
(Yasuko Makino)
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MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES

Center for Research Libraries:

CRL Korean Specialists' Meeting

Using Funds provided by the Ford Foundation, The Center for Research Libraries
sponsored a meeting of librarians dealing with Korean materials on June 10 and
11, 1982 at the Ramada-The O'Hare Inn in Des Plaines, Illinois. The meeting
was intended to bring together specialists from those libraries in the United
States that maintain significant collections of library materials related to
Korea. In attendance were Eugene H. Chai, Columbia University Library,
Dae W. Chang, The Library of Congress; Yoon-whan Choe, University of Washington
Libraries; Yong Kyu Choo, University of California/Berkely, Sam-Suk Hahn,
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Sungha Kim, Harvard-Yenching Library;
Professor Edward W. Wagner, Harvard University; and Key P. Yang, The Library of
Congress. Mr. Kim chaired the meeting and Professor Wagner served as a scholar/
advisor. The Center for Research Libraries staff present were Ray Eoylan,
Assistant Director, and Karla Petersen, Head of the Cataloging Department.
In calling the meeting, The Center for Research Libraries recognized that only
six institutions in the United States currently maintain significant collections
in support of Korean studies and that the representatives of these collections
seldom have an opportunity to come together for an extended discussion of their
mutual problems and concerns. The Center was particularly concerned to identify
problems that might be met through cooperative efforts on a national basis.
The first day of the meeting was devoted to discussing problems relating to the
acquisition of Korean research materials, while the evening of the first day and
all of the second day focused on the application of the McCune romanization
system and a review of AACR II rules in relation to the processing of Korean
materials.
There was a general consensus that both the Library of Congress and Harvard have
collections adequate to support broad in depth research related to Korea, and
that the other institutions represented have collections adequate to meet local
research needs. It was felt that U. S. libraries are purchasing the vast majority
of the current publication output of Korea. However, it is clear that scholars
and students not at one of the six institutions represented, must depend upon
these major centers in order to do in depth research. Geographically the major
centers are clustered in the East and the West, leaving few resources for the
support of Korean studies in the rest of the country.
Major concerns expressed at the meeting included the following:
1. A better means must be found for identifying and acquiring university and
non-commercial publications from Korea. At present it is difficult for even
libraries in Korea to identify and acquire such publications. It was suggested
that Korean librarians and scholars in the U. S. should try to find a means of
working with their counterparts in Korea to solve this problem.
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2.
A union list of holdings of the major U. S. collections of Korean
materials is needed. This is especially important since so few institutions
are collecting material from Korea, while scholars interested in Korea are
spread throughout the country. The first priority should be to develop a
union list of periodical literature. A union catalog is being worked on at
the Library of Congress and it was agreed that it is important for this to
be completed as soon as possible. There are currently approximately a million
cards on file and some of these need to be re-edited.
3. A coordinated effort is needed to identify, collect, and preserve news
papers and other publications published in the United States for Koreans living
in this country. At present there is no systematic means for even learning what
is being published. There was recognition by the group that the significance
of these publications varies, some containing only news of interest to a local
Korean community while others reflect the views of Korean Americans on events
in Korea.
4. The need was expressed for closer and more frequent consultation between
librarians dealing with Korean materials to determine who is acquiring the more
infrequently used materials and to discuss other issues of interest. It was
pointed out that this meeting was the first opportunity that Korean library
specialists had had in several years for such discussions.
5. In light of the problem cf identifying and acquiring Korean publications,
there was agreement that it would be highly desirable to obtain funds to bring
key librarians from Korea to this country for a conference at which these
problems might be discussed. If sponsorship for such a conference could be
obtained, it could have significant impact on the future development of Korean
studies in the United States and would also be of benefit to librarians in
Korea. It was felt that such a conference should bring approximately four
Korean librarians to this country.
6.
Most of the major Korean collections are faced with a shortage of space for
storing materials. This space shortage is limiting the extent to which some of
the institutions are collecting and retaining newspapers, even though they have
adequate funding for purchasing these.
Other matters briefly discussed included the difficulty of obtaining North Korean
publications in a systematic manner, the need for someone to collect reprinted
publications from Korea, and the increasing need for business and economic
publications by people outside *he field of Korean studies.
(Ray Boylan)

Conference on International Cooperation in Chinese Bibliographical Automation

The conference on International Cooperation in Chinese Bibliographical Automation
(CICCBA) was held on August 29 - September 1, 1982, in Canberra, Australia,
jointly sponsored by the Australian National University Library, the National
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Library of Australia and the University of Hong Kong. The 65 participants
included 29 from outside of Australia. The foreign participants came from
the cities of London. Singapore. Penang, Hong Kong. Beijing, Kyoto, Tokyo,
Taipei, and Auckland. Five from the United States attended; they were from
the Library of Congress (Barbara Roland), the Research Libraries Group
(John Haeger), Transtech International (G. Y. Wang), the University of Indiana
(Shlzue Matsuda) and the University of Washington (Karl L o ) .
The background and purpose of this Conference were succinctly stated by
Professor P. H. Karmel, Vice-Chancellor, Australian National University, in
his opening remarks, in which he said:
...Work [on bibliographical automation] has been proceeding
independently in all of these [geographic] areas and there
is already considerable diversity in the systems which havebeen developed so far. Some of these developments have been
reported at earlier meetings such as those held in Stanford,
California in 1979 and in Taipei, Taiwan, in 1981. In the
latter part of 1981, my colleagues in the ANU Library decided
that Australia may be able to make some contribution to progress
in this field by providing an opportunity for specialists
like yourselves from all areas where there is an active
interest in these matters to come together and exchange infor
mation with the objective of encouraging the development
of international standards. They then sought the coopera
tion of the National Library of Australia, and later the
Australia/China Council and the University of Hong Kong; and
with the support of these bodies were able to organize this
gathering in Canberra, which we believe has attracted the
most widely representative group of this kind so far.
The first day of the Conference was for registration and a reception. The
second day was devoted mostly to Chinese character codes for information inter
change. Participants from Beijing, Taipei, and Tokyo all reported on the
development of different sets of codes in their regions. Dr. John W. Haeger
of RLG reported on the RLIN's East Asian character code (REACC) which merges
all the above mentioned character sets with another one used in South Korea to
form a "data-base management-oriented approach to the East Asian character set
standard problem."
The third day of the Conference was on Chinese bibliographical data processing
and developments in Chinese MARC. Speakers from Beijing and Taipei reported
significant progress in the development of Chinese language MARC and information
systems. Australia and North America reported mostly on the processing of
Chinese information in romanized form. With the implementation of the RLIN-CJK
system, RLG libraries will, in 1983, have the first Chinese language system
operating in a library network environment.
The fourth day was for the participants to look into the future. Mr. Howard Nelson
of the British Library shared with the audience the experiences of the United
Kingdom and Europe. He cautioned people not to be overly dependent on one or
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two indispensable individuals. He pointed out that although UK libraries had
embarked on Chinese language automation comparatively early, the project came
to an early unsuccessful conclusion because the project was heavily dependent
on a very few people's dedication and expertise. Once these people left the
project, the project terminated. Ms. Barbara Roland of the Library of Congress,
in her paper, praised the different parties who had developed character codes
and MARC systems for having made conscientious efforts to conform to interna
tional standards, such as those of the ISO (Office of International Standards).
She believes that complying with international standards will lead to further
International cooperation. Other speakers of the day also expressed their wish
to promote further cooperation in the future.
In accordance with the desires of a number of the participants, the Conference
did not attempt to come up with any recommendations or resolutions at the end.
The participants nevertheless individually expressed their gratitude to the
hosts for bringing together so many people from so many regions of the world
to exchange their experiences. It was then announced that in both Taipei and
Beijing similar conferences on Chinese bibliographical automation will be held
in March and September, 1983, respectively. Some of the subjects of concern in
the Canberra Conference will be picked up again in those future meetings. When
Dr. Lee Ngok, Dean of the Faculty of Arts at the University of Hong Kong,
delivered one of the concluding statements, he said that he had good reasons to
believe that future cooperation will be "automatical." Ms. Enid Bishop, Chair
person of the Conference, concluded the conference with profound thanks to the
participants for their professional contributions and congenial cooperation.
She also announced that the proceedings of the Conference will be published.
A landmark in international cooperation and in Chinese bibliographical automation
came to an end on a sunny day in the City of Canberra, September 1, 1982. Since
this was early spring in Australia, cherry blossoms were in bloom.
(Karl K. Lo)

European Association of Sinological Librarians

The Workshop for Librarians of Sinological Libraries in Europe, which met in
Leiden from September 7 to 12, 1981, was reported in CEAL Bulletin no. 67
(February 1982), pp. 36-37. At that meeting a decision was reached to establish
a permanent organization to be known as the European Association of Sinological
Librarians. This group held its first meeting in Cambridge, England, July 3-4,
1982, with representatives from Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. The meeting was attended also by
Penny Herbert, who served as an Observer from Taiwan. The group established
itself as an organization within the European Association of Chinese Studies
(EACS), and asked the latter to make necessary additions to its charter. At the
EACS meeting these proposals were discussed and generally accepted. The new
Association, therefore, may be considered the European counterpart of CEAL.
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Apart irom these organizational matters, the following proposals were discussed
at the Cambridge meeting. Mr. David Helliwell (Oxford) reported on a proposal
for the compilation of a union list of ts'ung shu in European libraries. The
EASL decided that this would be too complicated an undertaking at the present
time, but urged that continuing consideration be given to it. Mr. Howard Nelson
(British Library) made a proposal for a permanently maintained, computer-based
European Union List of Chinese Serials. In his proposal Mr. Nelson pointed out
the "Previous manual lists, prepared at great effort and expense, have been
out of date before they were published. Automation, however, offers the possi
bility of continuous maintenance." He also pointed out a number of difficulties
and problems, including the fact that it would require a guarantee of support
for at least the first ten years, with the possibility of indefinite future,
support. He also raised the questions of how the information should be collected
and where the undertaking should be based; and he proposed that the output of the
project be issued at suitable intervals on microfiche. A small committee was
appointed to consider and develop the proposal further.
Mr. John Ma (Leiden), who had organized the Workshop in 1981, presented a draft
proposal for a Central Research Library for Chinese Studies in Europe, which
would provide a central information service for all other European libraries.
It was agreed that instead of setting up a new library it would be better to
expand an existing one, and it was further agreed that Leiden would be the most
likely candidate for this activity. This proposal will be developed further.
Library automation in Taiwan was the subject of a report by Penny Herbert. There
was then discussion of possible catalog automation in European Sinological
libraries. To quote from the minutes: "In view of the fact that the only
project for Chinese library automation in Europe so far has been cancelled (the
British Museum project) we agreed that the wisest course now was to wait and
watch developments overseas. In any case, it is clear that progress will now
have to be on a European and not a national scale..."
Mr. John Ma was elected Chairman of the Association for a two-year period, and
Elisabeth Eide of the Royal University Library, Oslo, agreed to serve as secretary
for one two-year period. It was decided that the next meeting of the Association
will be held in Paris, probably July 4 to 8, 1983. There was also some discussion
of the possibility of visiting China as a group.
(Summarized by E. G. B. from minutes prepared by Elisabeth^ Eide)

Preserving East Asian Library and Archival Resources. (A report on a panel
presented on October 23, 1982, at the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Mid-Atlantic
Region of the Association for Asian Studies, held at the University of Pittsburgh,
October 22-24).

Preserving East Asian library and archival resources was the topic chosen for
aiscussion by a panel of East Asian librarians during this meeting.
Mr. Frank J. Shulman of the University of Maryland served as chairman and
Dr. Thomas C. Kuo of the University of Pittsburgh as the discussant. Several
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faculty members who are frequent users of East Asian materials were quite
active in raising questions.
The first presentation was Dr. Warren M. Tsuneishi's paper "Preservation of
East Asian Language Materials at the Library of Congress," followed by
Mr. Jack M. Jacoby's "A Profile of the Preservation Activities for Chinese
Materials at the East Asian Library, Columbia University." The third paper
was "Preservation of Japanese War Crimes Records in the U. S. National Archives,"
by Dr. John Mendelsohn. The last was Dr. Pingfeng Chi's "The Programs for
Reproducing and Preserving Twentieth Century Chinese Publications at the Center
for Research Materials in Washington, D.C."
Since all the papers were well-written, Mr. Shulman believed that they should
be published in the forthcoming issues of professional and scholarly journals.
He also suggested that the ideas and experiences mentioned might be assembled
in a handbook or guide for the future use of East Asian librarians and archivists.
Before commenting on the presentations, Dr. Kuo emphasized two important aspects
of today's preservation of East Asian materials. First, regarding the methods
of preservation, he proposed a combination of traditional methods and modern
technologies. He considered the following to be the more viable methods:
(1) rebinding; (2) enclosure in new traditional containers; (3) full-size
reprinting; (4) microfilming with computerized indexes, and (5) chemical treatment.
Second, he stated that preserving East Asian materials is an urgent national
enterprise. He recalled that the final report of the Joint Advisory Committee
to the East Asian Library Program of the American Council of Learned Societies,
which was issued last year, Indicated that from ten to 15 million dollars are
needed to finance the preservation of East Asian materials in North America.
The report called for a systematic assessment of these endangered materials to
be made by the Library of Congress, the Research Libraries Group and the Center
for Chinese Research Materials, to identify (1) categories of materials which
are now more fully held in this country than the country or countries of origin;
and (2) categories which for whatever reason cannot and will not be preserved
in East Asia. This proposal envisions launching a national project to save
national treasures.
Dr. Kuo then briefly commented on each paper. He said that Dr. Tsuneishi's
paper reveals for the first time what LC has done, what it is doing, and its
future plans are for preserving East Asian materials. He was particularly pleased
to know that in recent years LC has successfully treated with chemical some 5,000
volumes. He proposed that LC should (1) publicize its chemical treatment for
the information of other East Asian collections; (2) engage in full-size reprinting
for seriously deteriorated rare books which cannot be preserved by other means;
(3) react positively to the suggestions of the Joint Advisory Committee.
Dr. Kuo considered Mr. Jacoby's paper important for the following reasons:
(1) the East Asian Library at Columbia has numerous old but outstanding Chinese
books, some of which were gifts from the Empress Dowager T'zu-hsi of the Ch'ing
dynasty; (2) the storage of East Asian materials at Columbia had been poor for
years; (3) it is the first among leading East Asian libraries to receive a size
able grant for a preservation project. Most important of all, he believed that
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Mr. Jacoby's factual report of the working process and difficulties will be
enlightening to other East Asian librarians. The paper, however, did not
indicate the criteria for determining the priorities for treatment. Thus
Dt. Kuo thinks that some faculty members specialized in the field should beinvolved in such task.
Dr. Mendolsohn's presentation was brief but comprehensive coverage of a very
significant subject—preserving the Japanese War Crimes Trials records in the
U. S. National Archives.
Dr. Pingfeng Chi's paper was clear and concise. Dr. Kuo mentioned that the
Center had rendered great service to the field of Chinese studies, particularly
in assembling complete sets of serial materials.
lie then concluded that all of the information presented in these papers would
be extremely beneficial to East Asian librarians if it could be made available
to them.
(Paul J. Ho)

[Editor's note: I expect to publish all of these papers in the next few issues
of the CEAL Bulletin.]
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SPECIAL REPORTS

ROMANIZED CATALOGING IN THE RLIN DATABASE

During the 1981/82 fiscal year, one RLG 90 terminal was installed in the
East Asian libraries of both Columbia and Princeton, C. V. Starr and Gest
Library, respectively. Both libraries decided to catalog romanized CJK
records into RLIN beginning September 1982 for the purposes of: 1) Staff
training In the RLIN system; 2) creating a substantial number of records in
the database prior to the switch-over to on-line cataloging through RLG/CJK
terminals in late 1983; and 3) expediting the cataloging function of each
library in a shared environment.
In order to create intelligent records and maintain consistency among them,
Columbia and Princeton began cooperation in terms of exchanging training manuals
and information through formal and informal meetings. At one of the formal
meetings, representatives from both libraries met on August 4 at Columbia to
discuss the issues related to the tagging of CJK romanized records.
Agreement was reached to enter records in AACR2 form as practiced by the Library
of Congress; and decisions were made concerning the field in which to enter the
romanized title, the form of romanized place of publication, the handling of
dates given in reign title and year, and the roionization or translation of
terms of authorship and edition.
Until the installation of CJK terminals, Columbia will Input all of its Japanese
and Korean cataloging once all staff members are trained; Chinese rush cataloging
only will be Input until January 1983, after which Chinese records also will be
input fully. Columbia will have RLIN print cards in romanizatlon only and will
manually write characters on the public catalog main entry cards. Princeton
has decided to input Chinese, Japanese, and Korean cataloging primarily for
items with LC copy until all catalogers are fully versed In the system; subse
quently, all records will be input. Gest will not have cards produced by RLIN,
but will continue its manual card production in the same form as before.
It is anticipated that by the time the RLG/CJK character terminals are installed
Columbia and Princeton will have completely mastered the entry of romanized .
records and will be able to concentrate their efforts on the implementation of
CJK enhancements and inputting.
(Ryoko Toyama and Mariko Shimomura)

THOMAS C. KUO'S TRIP TO EAST ASIA

Dr. Thomas C. Kuo, Curator of the East Asian Library of the University of
Pittsburgh, recently returned from a book purchasing and lecturing^trip to East
Asia, covering the People's Republic of China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Japan.
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The trip was made possible through funds allocated by the National Resource
Center for East Asian Studies and the Asian Studies Program of the University
of Pittsburgh's Center for International Studies.
The main purpose of Or. Kuo's trip was to acquire scholarly publications
requested by faculty members to support the East Asian Studies program. Some
publications had to be acquired from publishers and dealers in China who normally
are not engaged In foreign trade, while others could only be obtained In photo
static copies or microform by special arrangement with a few educational insti
tutions. The secondary purpose was to deliver lectures in compliance with the
requests of Nanjing University, Sichuan University, etc.
Dr. Kuo traveled through a number of cities in China, including Beijing, Taiyuan,
Xlan, Chengdu, Nanjing, Suzhou, and Shanghai, where he acquired most of the
needed materials. One example was special items requested by two professors
which were not commercially available. Eventually they were found in-Nanjing
University Library, and were presented to Dr. Kuo by the Deputy Director of the
Library.
At every university where he spolce, Dr. Kuo was warmly received because his books,
such as Ch'en Tu-hsiu (1679-1942) and the Chinese Communist Movement, East Asian
Resources in American Libraries, and The Achievements and General Trend of Ur S.
Libraries (in Chinese with English summary), have been widely circulated in many
university libraries. The topics of his speeches were mainly on librarianship
in the United States, historical studies in the West in the last 30 years, and
the studies of modern Chinese history outside China. His aim was to help the
audience understand American libraries and their general trend in automation, to
discuss modern historical method and historiography in Western society, and to
inform them of what had been published on m o d e m Chinese history in America and
Western European countries. At Sichuan University, he gave two lectures and
conducted one seminar.
Dr. Kuc stayed in Nanjing for about a week. Besides purchasing books, he delivered
a series of lectures. The chief topics were U. S. modern librarianship and a
modern library system. The audience consisted not only of the librarians from
the University of Nanjing but also all the library administrators from Jiangsu
province. Afterwards a reception was held in his honor.
Perhaps the most unexpected event of his China trip was the request of the history
department of the University of Nanjing to talk about Ch'en Tu-hsiu, founder of
the Chinese Communist Party. Dr. Kuo was surprised because such a subject had
been omitted from discussion by intellectuals in the PRC for more than thirty
years. His two-hour factual presentation was received with a standing ovation.
In Hong Kong, Dr. Kuo visited several book dealers and succeeded in obtaining
some books for the East Asian Library. He spent the next three days in Taiwan,
where he found a new agent to handle the East Asian Library's subscriptions.
Tokyo was his last stop before returning to the United States. With the assis
tance of Professor Satoru Takeuchi of the National University of Library and
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Information Science and a few Japanese librarians who were former student
assistants at Pitt's East Asian Library, he was able to acquire almost all
the materials requested by the faculty members.
While in Japan, Dr. Kuo talked about the general trend of U. S. libraries
and modern Chinese history at the National University of Library and Infor
mation Science with Professor Takeuchi as his interpreter. He found this
experience very rewarding because it created a rapport among American, Chinese,
and Japanese library professionals and library science faculty members.
(Paul J. Ho)
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WHAT'S NEW IN TECHNICAL PROCESSING
Thomas H. Lee

1.

Report on ALA/CCAAM annual meetings

The ALA Committee on Cataloging: Asian and African Materials (ALA/CCAAM) held
two meetings during the 1982 ALA Annual Conference in Philadelphia. At the
July 12 meeting, the Committee heard the LC report on developments in technical
processing of Asian and African materials, reviewed LC's up-to-the-hour proposal
for revising the Japanese romanization and word division, studied the report
made by the Committee's Task Force on Uniform Titles for Asian and African
constitutions, etc.
The major item in the LC report on processing Asian and African Materials, given
by Frances Morton, an ALA/CCAAM member from LC, for Lucia J. Rather, LC Director
for Cataloging, was the announcement that LC will be on schedule to start cata
loging on-line its Chinese, Japanese, and Korean materials into the RLG/RLIN
system for a pilot project in the spring of 1983, using special terminals which
can accommodate East Asian scripts. For the pilot project, LC will have eight
RLG/Sinoterm terminals, made by Transtech International Corporation of Natick,
Massachusetts, which will provide cataloging entry in the vernacular characters
of the East Asian languages. From its on-line East Asian cataloging, LC will
be able to produce two kinds of records: one in entirely romanization and one
with the body of entry in the vernacular and usual access points in romanization.
LC will use the romanized records in its own automated system, which cannot
handle the vernacular characters, and install in areas within the Library of
Congress special terminals to enable searching by East Asian vernacular characters.
With the prospect of East Asian on-line cataloging comes the question whether
LC will continue its service of providing printed East Asian catalog cards in
the vernacular to the nations's research libraries with East Asian collections
as it has been doing for the past 30 years or so, once the CJK project starts.
LC is considering the question and is surveying the ARL (Association of Research
Libraries) members for input. ALA/CCAAM Immediately responded to this question
by calling upon LC to continue its printed card service. A letter from ALA/CCAAM
Chair Thomas H. Lee to Joseph Howard, Assistant Librarian of LC for Processing
Services, was drafted at a follow-up meeting on July 13 and sent out on the same
day to bring the Committee's position on this matter formally to LC. (The full
text of this letter appeared in the last issue (No. 68) of the CEAL Bulletin
on p. 45-46.)
Reporting on Japanese romanization, Ayako Hayashi, Head of the Japanese Language
Section, LC Shared Cataloging Division, brought to the meeting a newer revised
draft which incorporated all suggestions made heretofore, and requested the
Committee's approval for a three-month trial run of the newer draft to test its
validity. Recognizing the effort of Ms. Hayashi and the cautious way LC was
handling the revision, the Committee granted her request and passed unanimously
a resolution to the following effect:
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"The ALA Resources and Technical Services Division. Cataloging and Classifi
cation Section. Committee on Cataloging: Asian and African Materials tenta
tively approves the May 1982 draft of the Japanese romanization table (incor
porating the July 1982 revisions), welcomes the Library of Congress proposal
to test the draft in a three-month pilot project, and will give its final
decision on receipt of the final version."
The three-month trial period will be from August 2 to November 2, 1982.
Originally, Ms. Hayashi was prepared to distribute the newer (or the third)
version of the draft on which a pilot project could be based while both LC
and other institutions gained experience in the application of its provisions.
However, LC regulations require the text of the rules be published first in
the Cataloging Service Bulletin before they can undertake the pilot study and
have the new practices in Japanese romanization appear on their printed cards.
Therefore, the newer version for Japanese romanization will be published in the
fall issue or no. 18 of the LC Cataloging Service Bulletin. During the trial
period, further comments related to this published version can still be made,
and any future corrections by LC as a result of the trial experience or further
suggestions by other institutions can be treated and announced as revisions
of the published version.
2.

Romanized only CJK reports in NUC considered unsatisfactory

On August 17, 1982, a letter from LC Assistant Librarian for Processing Services
Joseph Howard went to research libraries to (1) announce that LC will include
only romanized cataloging records for JACKPHY (Japanese, Arabic, Chinese, Korean,
Persian, Hebrew, and Yiddish) language materials in the new National Union
Catalog (NUC) when the NUC appears in 1983 in a new computer output microform
(COM) format, and (2) survey, with an attached questionnaire, the opinions of
the research libraries on whether they would be willing to romanize their CJK
reports which represent original cataloging and send them to the NUC, and also
on whether they would purchase the LC planned multi-year (1975-82) cumulation
of the Chinese Cooperative Catalog, (CCC) after CCC ceases publication at the
end of 1982.
The LC letter surprised the nation's research libraries, particularly those with
East Asian collections, by throwing out in front of them LC's unilateral decision
to include only romanized records for the JACKPHY language materials in the new
NUC. Surprising because the decision is in sharp contrast with past LC announce
ments and with the LC reports and general deliberations at recent ALA Midwinter
and Annual Conferences on treating nonroman records in catalogs and In the future
automated NUC. As one of our colleagues put it, in response to the LC letter:
"While the treatment of roman alphabet cataloging in the new NUC will be an
improvement over the present situation, the planned treatment of JACKPHY script
materials is a great disappointment which will have a profound effect on our
cataloging operations. This is particularly disappointing since the plan is
considerably different from that announced in the Library of Congress Information
Bulletin of January 16, 1981, and at numerous ALA conferences for at least the
last five years. LC's earlier announced plan for handling nonroman script
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materials involved mounting and photographing nonroman script cards in a
separate section of the register ( similar to what is now done with the Chinese
Cooperative Catalog, but in random order) and keying roman script access points
for the computerized indexes. Although the nonroman script portion of the
register could not be on COM, it could be on microfiche as is the Chinese
Cooperative Catalog. This earlier plan was quite correctly touted as having
the advantages of broadening the scope of the NUC (allowing non-LC reports for
languages never before included or never before included in the vernacular)
while gaining the advantages of cumulating indexes from all roman script access
points."
"The plan that LC is now putting forward goes against the spirit of national
opinion in the library world. The reason there is such a category as 'JACKPHY'
is that the bibliographic and scholarly communities representing those materials
voted against the concept of romanized cataloging for them!" (Quoted from
Sally Voth's letter to Joseph Howard, dated September 29, 1962. M s . Voth is
Associate Dean of Libraries for Technical Services of Indiana University.)
Several East Asian libraries contacted by CEAL/STP (CEAL Subcommittee on
Technical Processing) consider the LC decision to include only romanized records
for CJK language materials regrettable and unsatisfactory and have submitted
negative responses to LC, requesting reconsideration of the format of the East
Asian reports in the new NUC, in addition to indicating that they could not
romanize their reports for the NUC. Based on the general wish of East Asian
libraries, CEAL/STP decided to send to LC its own response in a letter written
by CEAL/STP Chair Thomas H. Lee to Joseph Howard on September 10, 1982. The
major portion of the letter runs as follows:
"On behalf of CEAL Subcommittee on Technical Processing, I wish to respond to
your letter of August 17, 1982 addressed to ARL member libraries. In that letter,
you revealed that the new NUC in 1983 will contain JACKPHY language records in
their romanized form and added very thoughtfully, that it is important to you that
the new NUC meets the needs of East Asian librarians. We wish to respond to
this by saying that East Asian scripts, as you know, are indispensable to CJK
cataloging records and that if the new NUC includes only romanized records for
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean publications, it would fail to meet the needs of
East Asian librarians and their patrons. We therefore urge the Library ot
Congress to work out ways to include CJK cataloging records in the new NUC in
the vernacular form (with the usual romanized access points) as an essential
service to the nation's East Asian libraries."
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LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS

Center for Research Libraries
In Volume II, Issue 5 (September-October, 1982) of Focus the Center reports
that the Center's catalog has been issued on 229 microfiche. Copies of the
microfiche catalog are being sent free of charge to the Center's Members and
Associate Members; non-Members may purchase the catalog for $65.00. We are
informed that "The September 1982 edition of the CRL microfiche catalog replaces
its bound predecessor and includes all materials cataloged by the Center through
July 16, 1982."
On pages six through eight of this issue of Focus are listed the titles of East
Asian materials recently acquired. Most of the items listed are journals in
Chinese or Japanese, though some are in Korean, and some large sets are included.
Since one of the main purposes of the CRL program is to help avoid duplicative
acquisition of expensive items, East Asian librarians should give careful
attention to these reports.
(E. G. B.)

CETA (Chinese-English Translation Assistance Group).

Scholar Exchange

Ronald Dolan of the Library of Congress and Thomas Creamer of the CETA Group
Secretariat office have recently completed six months with the Yiwen Publishing
House dictionary project in Shanghai where they worked with staff of the Ylng
Han Da Cidian. Their visit completed an exchange begun in 1981 when
Professors Lu Gusun and Xue Shiqi came to Washington, D. C. to work on the CETA
Group Chinese-English dictionary of general terms. The CETA Group is now
considering Chinese proposals for a second round of exchanges.
While in China the CETA Group scholars reviewed approximately one-half of a
150,000 entry file for the Ylng Han Da Cidian. They provided comments on 10,000
entries from the letters A through L. They also gave a series of lectures on
the English language, lexicography, and life in the United States, met with the
editors of the Foreign Languages Institute in Peking, who are supervising the
compilation of Han Ying Cidian (A Chinese-English Dictionary), and with senior staff
of the Commercial Press. While they were in China they purchased for the CETA
Group approximately 100 new dictionaries and glossaries.
The CETA Group sponsored a special public meeting on September 30, 1982, at
which Mr. Creamer and Mr. Dolan presented a report on their work and experiences
during their recent assignment in Shanghai. The meeting was held at the Foreign
Service Institute.
(Based on the CETA Group
Bulletin, Fall, 1982)
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University of Illinois
The Asian Library of the University of Illinois Library at Urbana-Champaign
recently received a donation of nearly 500 volumes of current Chinese publi
cations from the National Central Library in Taiwan, Republic of China. The
collection, which consists of a wide range of subject fields including many
multi-volume sets of Chinese calligraphy and art works, was on exhibition at
the 101st Annual Conference of the American Library Association this summer.
The presentation ceremony took place during the ALA conference at the
Philadelphia Civic Center on July 11. K. C. Dunn, Director, Office in New York,
Coordination Council for North American Affairs, represented the National
Central Library at the ceremony. UI University Librarian Hugh Atkinson, who
accepted the donation, noted that the faculty and students of the University
will long treasure this fine gift collection as a symbol of the universal bonds
of scholarship. The gift demonstrates the friendship and good will among
academic colleagues at the two institutions.
(William Wong)

Korea (North).

Inmin Munhwa Kungjon (People's Cultural Palace)

This house, a great monumental edifice, had been built in the central part of
Pyongyang. Built in accordance with the principles of traditional Korean
architecture, it has total floor space of nearly 100,000 square metres, a
capacity of 30 million volumes, and an average daily accommodation of over 12,000
people. It also has more than 600 rooms for such purposes as reading, lecturing,
and recording. It has an auditorium for foreign languages, and up-to-date audio
visual facilities, etc. Its opening ceremony was held on April 4 with a large
attendance of over 10,000 people. President Kim II Sung initiated and suggested
the construction of the building and personally chose its site. This house is
made available as a center of education of North Korean party members and
working people, as well as a center of dissemination of scientific, technological,
and cultural knowledge.
(Boksoon Hahn)

The Library of Congress
Two specialists from the National Library of China, who arrived in Washington,
D. C , on June 10 for an extended advanced studies program at the Library of
Congress and other U. S. libraries, were greeted upon their arrival by Deputy
Librarian of Congress William J. Welsh. The two, Liu Guangwei, deputy head of
the Western Languages Section, and Sun Peixin, deputy head of the Computer Section,
are studying the development and status of automated operations at the Library of
Congress during their stay of more than five months.
Ms. Liu is focusing on the Library's general experiences during the transformation
of traditional, manual cataloging practices to the current automated system in
place. Ms. Sun is concentrating on a detailed and comprehensive study of MARC
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and of other computer applications to library processes. The two are
therefore spending most of their time in Processing Services and in the
Automated Systems Office.
Arrangements for the visit were concluded between the two national libraries
in accordance with provisions covering cultural exchanges for 1982 and 1983
signed in September 1981 by the Governments of the United States and China.
These arrangements, however, are based on an earlier agreement to exchange
library materials and staff arrived at by Mr. Welsh and Liu Jiping, then
director of the National Library of China, in 1979. Support from the Council
on Library Resources, Inc., made implementation of the agreement possible.
(Based on Library of Congress
Information Bulletin,
September 17, 1982)

Princeton Theological Seminary
Work has begun at the Robert E. Speer Library of Princeton Theological Seminary,
on a guide to resources related to the Christian mission in China, Dr. L.
Charles Willard, James Lenox Librarian, announced today. Correspondence,
diaries, manuscripts, pamphlets, and mission magazines and journals emanating
from the Christian mission in China constitute the largest quantity of primary
documentation on China in American libraries and archives. The importance of
these documents for scholarly research is increasingly recognized, but their
substance and locations are largely unknown to scholars. The guide, when
completed, will indicate in detail what documents exist and where they are
located. Categories of resource materials described in the guide are: Minutes/
Records/Reports; Manuscripts/Pamphlets; Diaries/Notebooks/Scrapbooks/Clippings;
Maps/Designs/Drawings; Photos/Slides/Films/Filmstrips; Oral Histories/Tapes/
Cassettes/Records; Microforms; Serials; and Books.
The first volume of the series includes Connecticut, New Jersey, New York, and
Pennsylvania. Publication is planned for early 1983.
Librarians and archivists who would like to have their collections of China
mission resources included in this guide are invited to contact: China Mission
Resources Project, Speer Library Box 111, Princeton Theological Seminary,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

Writers' Delegation from the People's Republic of China to the United States
This visit, which took place from September 18 to October 18, 1982, was sponsored
by the National Committee on United States-China Relations. The group first
attended a conference on "The Function of the Writer in Contemporary Society,"
held at the University of California at Los Angeles. They subsequently visited
the International Writing Program of the University of Iowa, the University of
Notre Dame, and various institutions in Washington, D. C , New York City,
Mlddletown (Conn.), and Boston. The group visited the Library of Congress on
October 8.
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The members of the delegation were Feng Mu, leader of the group, vice-chairman
of the Chinese Writers' Association and Editor-in-chief of Wen i pao (Litera
ture and Art Gazette); Wu Qiang, deputy leader, whose novel Hung 1ih (Red Sun)
has been translated into English, Japanese, and Russian; Li Ting, a very
productive poet, a council member of the Chinese Writers' Union, and director
and chief editor of Chieh fang chun wen i (People's Liberation Army Literature
and A r t ) ; Li Zhun, author of more than 50 novelettes and short stories;
Jiang Zilong, author of five collections of short stories and a large number
of critical essays and prose pieces; and Zhang Jie, a very active woman novelist
and TV script writer. They were accompanied by Fan Baoci, an official of the
Chinese Writers' Association; Yuan Henlan, novelist and interpreter; and
Jay Henderson, Program Associate of the National Committee on United StatesChina Relations.
(Based on the brochure prepared
by the National Committee)
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LIBRARIANS

The Library of Congress
LAWRENCE QUINCY MUMFORD, the Librarian of Congress from 1 9 5 4 to 1 9 7 4 ,
died on August 1 5 , 1 9 8 2 , at his home in Washington, D. C. He had been
ill for some time with a heart ailment.
Dr. Mumford presided over the Library during some of the most eventful
years of its history. Dr. Daniel Boorstin, the present Librarian, said
"Quincy's stewardship of the Library of Congress was marked by a period
of tremendous expansion in staff, services, and facilities. When Quincy
took over the Library there was a staff of 1 6 0 0 and an appropriation of
$ 9 . 4 million, and when I became Librarian twenty years later this had
grown to 4 , 5 0 0 employees and a $ 9 6 million appropriation. One of his
greatest triumphs was the achievement of the James Madison Memorial
Building. His tenure saw an exciting expansion of foreign acquisitions
making the Library's collections pre-eminent in the world. The intro
duction of automation under his leadership brought unimaginable improve
ments in the Library's services to the Congress, the world of scholarship,
and libraries. He was a man of quiet dignity, deep integrity and a ready
wit.
The Library of Congress, and the scholarly and library community
owe much to Quincy. I feel I have lost a wise and valued friend."
It was during Dr. Mumford's administration that the Library opened its
f i r s t acquisition centers abroad in New Delhi and Cairo; the way was paved
for automation by a feasibility study concluding that cataloging, searching,
indexing and document retrieval were technically and economically sound
in large research libraries; the Rosenwald Collection of 7 0 0 rare books
was acquired; the Main Reading Room of the Library underwent major reno
vation; a National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging was established,
which expanded the foreign procurement program and inaugurated a centralized
cataloging program for foreign acquisitions; the Congressional Research
Service established its series of seminars on public policy issues for
Members of Congress; the Cataloging in Publications Program (CIP) became
operational; the Presidential Papers microfilming program was undertaken;
and studies were initiated which resulted in the first revision of copy
right law in more than &0 years.
Born in Ayden, North Carolina, on December 1 1 , 1 9 0 3 , Dr. Mumford received
his B.A. degree from Duke University in 1 9 2 5 and his M.A. degree from the
same university in 1 9 2 8 , While at Columbia University ( 1 9 2 8 - 2 9 ) , where
he obtained the bachelor's degree in library science, Dr. Mumford served
as an assistant in the library.
In 1 9 2 9 , he joined the staff of the New York Public Library as a reference
assistant. There he served as General Assistant in Charge of the Director's
Office, 1 9 3 2 - 3 5 , Executive Assistant and Chief of the Preparation Division,
1936-1945.
In 1 9 4 0 , at the request of the then-Librarian of Congress
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Archibald MacLeish, Dr. Mumford was granted a leave of absence to
organize the Processing Department of the Library of Congress and to
serve a year as its director. In 1945, he was appointed Assistant
Director of the Cleveland Public Library and in 1950 became its director,
lie held this position until his appointment as Librarian of Congress.
Dr. Mumford served as Chairman of the Board of Visitors of Duke Univer
sity, President of the American Library Association and on the Board
of Advisors of Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collections and
other national and international committees.
(Based on a Special Announcement
from the Office of the Librarian)

Chinese Delegation of Librarians
The Library of Congress received a delegation of four librarians repre
senting the National Library of China (NLC) and the China Society of
Library Science (CSLS) on August 11 and August 13. The delegation included
Ding Zhigang, director of the Library Administrative Bureau of the Ministry
of Culture and concurrently deputy director of NLC as well as vice president
of CSLS; Bao Zhenxi, deputy director of NLC and concurrently acting
secretary-general of CSLS; Li Xunda, chief of the Foreign Affairs Section,
NLC, and deputy chief, International Liaison Section, CSLS; and Zeng Weiqi,
interpreter, and staff member of the Capital Construction Office, NLC.
Deputy Librarian of Congress William J. Welsh officially greeted the delegation,
expressing gratitude for the evident success of the exchange program between
the two libraries entered into as a result of discussions held in September
1979 on the occasion of the visit of the first U. S. delegation of librarians
to China which he had led. He noted that the National Library had sent some
15,000 volumes of Chinese publications to the Library of Congress during a
period of little more than a year. Mr. Ding expressed appreciation for the
reception accorded two members of his staff, Liu Guangwei and Sun Peixln,
who are currently at the Library of Congress (see related story, September
17, 1982, LC Information Bulletin, pp. 289-90).
Following an introductory tour of the Thomas Jefferson Building, the dele
gation visited the Computer Catalog Center for a demonstration of the
Library's automated data bases and then toured the Computer Service Center
of the Automated Systems Office. After luncheon, the delegation visited
the Preservation Office and then met with Henriette Avram, director for
processing systems, networks and automation planning, Processing Services.
They ended the day with visits to the Cataloging Distribution Service and
the Chinese and Korean Section. That evening, they were the guests at a
dinner given by Mr. and Mrs. Welsh.
The delegation subsequently returned to the Library on August 13 to tour
the cataloging divisions of Processing Services and the Congressional
Research Service.
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During their five-day stay in Washington, the delegation also paid calls
on the National Agricultural Library, the National Library of Medicine,
the Association of Research Libraries, and the Council on Library
Resources, Inc.
Before arriving in Washington, D. C , the delegation had visited the
University of Western Illinois Library in Macomb, as well as ALA head
quarters and the University of Chicago. After their Washington sojourn,
they traveled to New York to visit the U. N. Library, New York Public
Library, Columbia University Library, to Philadelphia to see the Free
Library, and to Boston and Cambridge to visit the Boston Public Library,
Harvard College Library, Harvard-Yenching Library.
The delegation which was en route to the International Federation of
Library Associations and Institutions General Conference in Montreal,
was traveling under the sponsorship of the U. S. International Communi
cation Agency.
(Library of Congress Information
Bulletin. October 15, 1982)

Cornell University
JEN-YUAN WANG was appointed Head, East Asian Section of the Catalog
Department, Cornell University Libraries, in February 1982. A graduate
of National Taiwan University (B.A. in library science with a minor in
Chinese literature), he received his M.L.S. degree from the University of
Pittsburgh in 1966. He worked in the East Asian Library, University of
Pittsburgh, first as Cataloger and later as Bibliographer-Acquisitions
Librarian. He also attended the Institute for Far Eastern Librarianship
(Japanese section) in the summer of 1969. Before coming to Cornell he
worked for the East Asian Collection, Yale University Library as Senior
Catalog Librarian.

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
KIYOSHI OTSU has recently been appointed to the position of Japanese
Cataloger at the Asian Library of the University of Illinois Library.
Born in Saitama, Japan, Mr. Otsu studied French literature in Paris for
two years before coming to the U. S. in 1974. He received the A.A.
(Associate of Arts) from Parkland College, Champaign, Illinois, a B.A.
in Comparative Literature and the M.L.S. in Library and Information Science
from the University of Illinois and is continuing working toward a CAS
(Certificate of Advanced Study) in Librarianship.
(Yasuko Makino)
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PUBLICATIONS

1.

General

A.

Prices and Sources of Publications

The following excerpts from a letter written by Dr. Shizue Matsuda, Librarian
for East Asian Studies. Indiana University, contain useful suggestions, which
we hope contributors to this section of the Bulletin will keep in mind, and
will follow insofar as possible.
"I have been wanting to say this for a long time... No one has the time to be
100% alert on all the reference works which come out of East Asia, especially,
those of us who do collection development for both Chinese and Japanese material.
When we find a review of a title we have missed, we are grateful for being
notified. However, too often the reviewer does not mention the price, nor
inform us whether the material was received as gift or on exchange. I hope
people are not leaving this information out purposely. I have made a point on
always putting down the price for all the titles I have reviewed so that if
my colleagues decide to order it, they do not have to spend time searching for
it. May I suggest that all reviewers in the future put down the price, or inform
u s on how the material was obtained."

B.

A Union Catalog

UNION CATALOGUE OF EAST ASIAN MATERIALS IN SCANDINAVIAN LIBRARIES (on microfiche).
Compiled by Donald Blackmore Wagner, Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies,
Copenhagen. Sold by Inter Documentation Company AG, Order Department; Poststrasse
14, 6300 Zug, Switzerland. Price 550 Swiss francs.
The catalog offered here contains approximately 40,000 titles in 23 Scandinavian
libraries. All of these titles are written in Chinese or Japanese, or contain
significant amounts of material In these languages. Some very important collec
tions are covered here. Possibly the most celebrated is that of the Museum of
Far Eastern Antiquities in Stockholm, to which the late King Gustav Adolf in
1974 added his own private collection. Also to be noted are the collection of
Chinese Buddhist material In the Goteborg University Library; the library of the
Hast Asian Institute in Arhus, which is believed to house the most extensive
collection on Ainu language and culture outside of Japan; and the collection
of the Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies, which contains some 1,500 local
gazetteers, and which has cooperated with the Royal Library in Copenhagen in
developing the collection of material from Communist areas in West China during
the 1920s and 1930s.
This catalog is significant not only for its reports on holdings (many of which
were collected under the stimulus and direction of Professor Bernhard Karlgren),
but also for its format. There is no doubt that some users will shy away from
catalogs in microreproduction. Nevertheless, they will eventually have to become
accustomed to them. The cost of catalogs in book form has put them out of the
reach of many institutions. The Library of Congress has stated that the last
volume of the National Union Catalog to be published in book form will be the
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annual volume for 1982; thereafter it will be issued on microfiche only.
Earlier undertakings in the East Asian field were the Serials Catalog of
the University of Washington (see CEAL Bulletin no. 6 7 , p. 48) and the
Chinese Cooperative Catalog of the Library of Congress.
The compilation of this Scandinavian catalog
present edition is regarded as preliminary.
catalog will be published within another ten
will also have an author index to supplement
include Korean material.

was begun in 1976,
It is hoped that a
years. That final
the title catalogs

and the
complete
version
and will

( E. G. B.)

U.

China

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CHINESE ACADEMIC SERIALS, PRE-1949: MATERIAL IN HOOVER INSTITUTION
ON WAR, REVOLUTION, AND PEACE. Compiled by Julia Tung. Stanford: East Asian
Collection, Hoover Institution, Stanford University, 1982. 107 pp.
This bibliography contains 494 titles of Chinese academic journals published
in China before 1949 and held by the East Asian Collection, Hoover Institu
tion. The journals, some of which are rare or hard to obtain outside of
China, represent the works of a productive and distinguished generation of
Chinese academicians and intellectuals. During these years, in spite of
the pressure of war and turmoil in the country, they could still produce
scholarly articles and reports which were published by universities and
research institutions.
The entries in the bibliography are arranged alphabetically by the serials'
titles in Wade-Giles romanization. In addition to the romanized title, each
entry includes call number, title in Chinese characters, a statement of
holdings, place of publication, and publisher. There are two indexes in
the final section: an index of titles and an index of publishers, both
arranged by the number of strokes in the first character. The compiler used
the IPX/System 54 computer to print the Chinese characters and to collate
the indexes.
This book can be considered as complementary to the compiler's Bibliography
of Chinese Government Serials, 1880-1949, which was published in 1979, also
by the Hoover institution.
(Mark W. Tarn)

THE CATALOG OF THE WASON COLLECTION ON CHINA AND THE CHINESE. Prepared for pub
lication by Paul P. W. Cheng. Published by the Center for Research Materials,
Association of Research Libraries, Washington, D. C , 1979-1980. Part 1:
Serials Catalog. 688 p., $110 (ARL Chinese Center Bibliographic Series
no. 1 7 a ) . Part 2: Catalog of Monographs. 7 vols., $1,040. (ARL Chinese
Center Bibliographic Series no. 1 7 b ) .
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The publication of this Catalog began In 1979 with the appearance of a
volume listing some 4,200 serial titles pertaining to China. Although
most of these are in Chinese (pp. 001-450), there are also substantial
numbers of serials in Japanese (pp. 451-504) and in Western languages
(pp. 505-660). Specific holdings are given for each entry. The work
is concluded by a stroke index for the convenience of persons who may
not be familiar with the standard romanization system employed. The
"front material" of this volume contains a brief biography and photo
graph of Mr. Charles William Wason, 1854-1918, the "Founder and Bene
factor of the Wason Collection." Mr. Wason had been collecting books
In Western languages on China since 1903. In 1914 he agreed to leave
his collection to Cornell University (from which he had been graduated
in 1876), together with an endowment fund for future expansion. The
history of the collection is outlined and its development described by
Dr. Richard C. Howard in "The Wason Collection on China and the Chinese,"
which is adapted from his article of this title in Cornell University
Libraries Bulletin, no. 193 (January/February 1975).
Dr. Howard discusses in considerable detail the many efforts and contri
butions of Mies Gussie Gasklll, who served from her appointment as first
Curator of the Wason Collection in 1927 until her retirement in 1963, when
she was succeeded by Dr. Howard himself as Curator. The volume also con
tains an interesting account of the development of the China-Japan Program
at Cornell University, by Emeritus Professor Harold Shadick.
The second part of the Catalog consists of reproduced catalog cards repre
senting over 100,000 monographs. Of these, approximately 68,000 titles
are in Chinese, some 6,600 in Japanese, and some 29,000 in Western lan
guages. The entries, which are produced in accordance with ALA and LC
cataloging practices, are alphabetically arranged with appropriate crossreferences. "Individual works contained in nearly all the Chinese collec
tanea are analyzed and given full cataloging."
These volumes constitute a very significant
of catalogs of major East Asian collections
these Cornell catalogs record only holdings
the end of 1978, *he possibility of issuing

addition to the growing number
published in book form. Since
which had been cataloged by
a Supplement is being considered.
(E. G. B.)

CHUNG HUA MIN KUO CH'I K'AN LUN WEN SO YIN HUI PIEN
^
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(Periodical Index of the Republic of China, 1979).
Compiled* by 'theHPeriodical Division, Acquisition Department, National Central
Library. Taipei: National Central Library, 1980. 1,003 p. U.S. $20.00.
Since January 1970, the National Central Library has been compiling this
national and general periodical index. First it was published monthly. Then,
beginning in 1977, an annual cumulative volume of the index was produced
along with the monthly index. The 1979 volume Includes 21,774 entries from
609 periodical titles. It consists of four parts. First is a classification
list which mainly follows the New Classification Scheme for Chinese Libraries
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(by Yung-hsiang L a i ) , yet with some changes. It includes 10 broad
subjects—general, philosophy, religions, natural sciences, applied
sciences, social sciences, history and geography, language and litera
ture, arts, and communism—and 76 sub-divisions, further subdivided
when necessary. Page numbers are indicated after each subject.
The second part is a listing of individual articles classified according
to the classification scheme of the first part. Under each subject,
serially numbered entries are arranged by the stroke counts in the title,
and the English titles are alphabetically arranged after the Chinese
titles. Each entry includes a sequential number, title of the article,
author and/or translator, title of the periodical, volume, issue and page
number, and date of publication.
The third part is a list of periodicals covered in this index. The entries
are arranged according to stroke counts in the title. Also included are
frequency, volumes and issues covered, date of publication covered, and
publisher's name, address, and telephone number.
The final part is an author index which is arranged by the stroke count
in the last name. The English names are alphabetically arranged following
the Chinese names.
(National Central Library, Taipei)

CbtNC HUA MIN KUO T'U SHU KUAN NIEN CHIEN *V
Compiled, printed, and published by the National Central Library, Taipei.
December 1981. 451 p.
Following a preface by Dr. Wang Chen-ku and a series of colored photographs
illustrating various library activities, this well-produced volume is
divided into six main sections plus two appendices. These sections are:
1. The development of modern Chinese librarianship (from the late Ch'ing
to the present). 2. The present state of libraries and librarianship in
Taiwan, with information on the individual libraries, including their history,
organization, personnel, budgets, classification systems used, hours of
operation, liaisqn and promotional work, and publications. (This portion
of the work had originally been published separately in 1980 by the National
Central Library in a preliminary form under the title T'ai-wan ti ch'li t'u
shu kuan shih yeh hsien k'uang: Chung hua min kuo t'u shu kuan nien chien
tiao lu.) 3. Library education (both before and after removal to Taiwan).
4. Library science (containing a list of articles and an annotated bib
liography of works in Chinese pertaining to this subject). 5. Library
organizations (including those engaged in various International activities).
6. A chronology of important events in Chinese librarianship from 1912 to
the end of 1980. These sections are followed by two appendices: 1. Library
laws and regulations, and 2. Standards for various kinds of libraries.
This work is a valuable comprehensive record; it is the product of a great
deal of effort; and it should be available in all libraries concerned with
China.
(E. G. B.)
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ChUNG-KUO KU TAI FU SHIH YEN CHIU ( > ^ . i f ) *fe ^
J}|^ £fc
of Ancient Chinese Costumes). By Shen Ts'ung-wen, 19(33Commercial Press, 1981. 520 pp.

; Study
Hong Kong:

Here are a few remarkable features of the book: (1) It is the first
systematic guide to the study of ancient Chinese costumes ever published.
(2) It contains rich materials seldom shown to the public, Including those
passed down through the centuries and those unearthed in recent years.
(3) It covers nearly 4,000 years of Chinese history, from the Shang dynasty
(c.1700 B.C.) up to the end of the Ch'ing dynasty (A.D. 1911).
(4) The
author gives analyses of the costumes of all major historical periods and
comes up with many original discoveries. A beautiful, colorful book with
700 illustrations (100 in full color) and 174 articles which make the work
not only an indispensable reference tool for the study of art history, but
also of practical value to painters of the traditional schools and to
designers of arts and crafts, costumes and ornaments.
(Pal-yuan Chang)

CHUNG-KUO NIEN CHIEN 1981 (CHINA OFFICIAL ANNUAL REPORT 1981). Edited and
published jointly by the New China News Photos Co. and the Hong Kong Kingsway
International Publications Limited, 1981. H.K.$190.00
This large, comprehensive volume is the first official report of its kind
since the establishment of the People's Republic in 1949. It mainly covers
the important events of 1980, with some information up to the first quarter
of 1981. It is intended to provide a better understanding of China in the
1980's, and to serve as a reference at any time. Although according to the
editors, this is a tentative edition, it is perhaps one of the most authori
tative and outstanding yearbooks ever published in China.
This remarkable volume consists of seven parts which are enriched by handsome
photographs. The parts are: General introduction, special features, photos
of the year, a chronology of events in 1980, classified entries, an appendix,
and an index. The classified sections, which fill over 600 pages of the work,
are divided into all categories: Politics; law and legal system; military
affairs; foreign relations; finance; economics; science and technology;
culture; education and health; sports; society and life; and names in the
news. The arrangement and coverage of this annual report are 'quite similar
to those in Chung-kuo pai k'o nien chien (Chinese Encyclopedic Yearbook)
except that the latter is more detailed and does not have a separate section
on photos of the year. Therefore, it is Inevitable that overlapping will
occur between these two major yearbooks published in China. Chung-kuo nien
chien, of course, represents the official position of the Chinese government,
while Chung-kuo pai k*o nien chien tends to be less politically concerned.
The general introduction section in Chung-kuo nien chien mainly covers the
land and the people as well as the administrative divisions of China. Chungkuo pai k'o nien chien. however, goes further in covering international
events and organizations. Both works carry important statements, interviews,
and articles from the Chinese Communist Party and state leaders.
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The main portion of Chung-kuo nien chien Is devoted to thousands of pieces
of Information concerning China today. This material covers more than
three-quarters of the entire volume and is divided into 11 categories which
are further classified by subtitles. Charts, maps, statistics and other
illustrations, which contribute to the great success of this volume, often
accompany the main text. The work ends with an appendix and an index,
which furnish handy guides for users.
The title is currently available in Chinese and English editions. It is
Indeed a valuable addition to any library's reference collection. The
English edition, entitled China Official Annual Report 1981, also is
published by Kingsway International Publications, Ltd., 20/F., Ritz Building
625 Nathan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
(Karen T. Wei)
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CHUNG-KUO WEN HUA YEN CHIU CHIEN I SHU K'AN MU LU rf ®
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(Concise catalog for studies in Chinese culture).
National! Central Library, 1980. 326 p. U.S. $5.00

Taipei:

This catalog covers materials on Chinese studies which are still available
In Taiwan or located in Taiwan's libraries. It includes 2,967 titles of
Chinese materials and 277 titles of foreign language materials. The catalog
is divided into 18 chapters on Chinese civilization, philosophy, sinology,
the classics, bibliology, religion, science and technology, sociology,
economics, law, political science, education, history and geography,
archeology, ethnology, philology, literature, and arts. These chapters are
further subdivided by specific subjects. Under each subject, the Chinese
titles are entered according to stroke count, and the English titles of
foreign language materials are alphabetically arranged. The bibliographic
information contained is: Title, author, date of publication, place of
publication, publisher, number of pages, size, and location. There are
author and title indexes at the end of the bibliographies; they both are
arranged by stroke count or alphabet, as appropriate.
(National Central Library, Taipei)

HAN HSUEH YEN CHIU T'UNG HSUN >ft ^
%j l|t ~Pb
(Newsletter for Research
in Chinese Studies). Published by the Resource Center for Chinese Studies,
National Central Library, 43 Nan Hal Road, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China.
Free upon request to the Center, which hopes that persons and institutions
requesting it will supply to it any information on the progress of Chinese
studies abroad, and will notify it of the publication of important articles
and books.
The establishment of this Resource Center, with a listing of its aims and
purposes, was briefly described in CEAL Bulletin no. 67 (February 1982),
p. 50. Dr. Wang Chen-ku j£. ^ ^ - " ^ ^ »
°f
National Central
Library, is also serving as Director of the Center, with Mr. Yen Wen-yii
5C Ifp
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constitute the Steering Committee
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. These include
representatives from the National Cheng Chih University, the National
Taiwan Normal University, the Commission for the Compilation of the
Kuomintang Party History, the Academla Sinica, the Commission for Taiwan
Historical Materials, the Library of the- National Palace Museum, National
Taiwan University, the Ministry of Education, Fu-jen University, and
other prominent institutions.
The activities of the Center, which are clearly reflected in its Newsletter,
Include the collection of materials on Chinese studies; the search for and
description of resources, both at home and abroad; reporting on developments
In the field of Chinese studies; the compilation of bibliographical indexes;
and the establishment of archives pertaining to various specialties. The
Newsletter seeks to promote the overall development of Chinese studies by
gathering and introducing material, and thus becoming a "bridge" or means
the interchange of information between persons and institutions Interested
in these fields. The Newsletter is a quarterly publication, scheduled to
appear in January, April, July, and October of each year. Consideration
is also being given to the publication of an edition in English, although
no decision on this has yet been reached.
Each issue of the Newsletter begins with two or three individual articles.,
In the first issue one article deals with the reproduction of Tun-huang
scrolls held by the National Central Library, and another describes the
progress of Chuang-tzu studies over the past thirty years. It then proceeds
to an extensive interview with Professor Ting Pang-hsin "J* f$ ^ff » a
member of the Academla Sinica and Professor of Chinese Literature in National
Taiwan University, on the aims, achievements, and problems of studies in
historical linguistics. The next section
&
yfc
reports on scholarly
meetings—an International conference on Confucianism, a conference on SinoKorean relations, the Sixth Conference on Eastern Altaic languages, and a
Third Conference, held in Taipei, on Chinese classical literature.
The next section, entitled Research Organizations
^
^ | , describes
the Institute of History and rhilology of the Academla Sinica, with a listing
of the members, their specialties, and their activities. A comparable
discussion, by Wang Fang-hsueh
«£. ^ fe
i devoted to the Research
Institute for Humanistic Science (Jinbun Kagaku Kenkyujo)
5l> fcfr of Kyoto University, Japan. The next section, Schools and Teaching
i $ (fi j£>C
*
v o t e d to the Department of Chinese
LiteraTu^eof The National Taiwan University. The next, Learned Organiza
tions
^jSj* j£| »jHf , describes the mission of the Chung-kuo ku-tien
wen-hsuen yen-chul hui, known in English as the Association of Classical
Chinese Literature. The final section on Resource Materials '"S
ff*
lists the contents of several recent collective volumes of essays on Chinese
matters, ranging from the ancient Classic of Changes to the Republic; a list
of microfilms of 63 pieh-chi
§i] 3L of Ming authors, recently acquired
from Japan by the Center; and finally a list of 97 important articles recently
published in Chinese journals, arranged by the traditional four-fold classi
fication of classical studies, history, philosophy, and literature.
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The general organization of the second and third Issues Is similar,
and needs not to be detailed here. Suffice It to say that the second
issue contains an extensive Interview with Professor Rao Ch'u-hsun
^ JJg
of the Academla Sinica on the present accomplishments and
future p r o s p e c t s of Chinese archeology; and the only article thus far
published in English: "The East Asian Collection of the Hoover Insti
tution on War, Revolution and Peace: A Collection and a Research Program,"
by Dr. Ramon H. Myers. The third issue features an Interview with
Professor Chou Fa-kao )fj
}fa J L , also a member of the Academla Sinica
and formerly a Visiting Professor at the University of Washington and Yale
University, dealing with historical grammar and linguistic problems. This
issue also contains a discussion of the Institute of Ethnology of the
Academla Sinica, and of the T5y6 Bunka Kenkyujo jfc ^jfc
/fa
tyr
of Tokyo University.
^
'
I I
The fourth issue, which has just been received, contains a lengthy interview
with Professor K. C. Liu J,J
7J£ 3?v
(University of California, Davis); an
article on the work of theHPalace Museum in arranging and publishing archives
surviving from the Ch'ing period; a continuation of the bibliography on
Chuang-tzu studies; and the third section of an article describing Chinese
studies in Southeast Asia.
This new Newsletter is an extremely valuable tool for enabling one to keep
informed on a continuing basis of new developments and trends in Chinese
studies. It should be available in every library and research institute
where such studies are pursued.
(E. G. B.)

P.R.C. ESTABLISHES NEW COMPANY FOR EXPORT OF MICROFORMS
In August 1981 the China National Microforms Import and Export Corporation
(CNMIEC) was established to provide for export of microfilm and microfiche
reproductions of Chinese publications. The address of this new corporation
is 29 Chegongzhuang xilu, P. 0. Box 399-A, Beijing, China. Telex: 22496
GUOJI CN. As might be gathered from the Telex address, the new company is
a subsidiary of the Guoji Shudian (China Publications Centre), which was
established in 1949. The Corporation's ordering procedures are outlined in
a letter dated April 1, 1982, which was accompanied by two microfiche repro
ductions. One of these was a sample of its work submitted to possible
purchasers for technical evaluation (this sample was tested by the LC Photoduplication Service and deemed acceptable); the other was a listing of the
publications contained in its original offering. The Corporation accepts
orders for individual items, orders for groups of material, or standing
order8 which are valid for a period of one year. Under this last category,
"All new micropubllcations produced during this period that fall within the
specifications of the standing order will be supplied to the customer at a
10% discount off the regular price as soon as they are available." All
microfilm and microfiche reproductions are made on silver halide film. As
regards the sources of the material of which it offers reproductions, the
Corporation states that it "is in close contact with major libraries,
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historical
houses all
materials,
documents,

archives, learned societies and institutes, and publishing
over China, which provide it with old rare books, out-of-print
serial publications, newspapers, periodicals, archives,
etc., for the producing of microforms."

The initial offering includes six classes of publications. Although some
of the items included are already available in American libraries (e.g.,
Renmin ribao, Guangming ribao. and the seven current titles in English),
most of the items are not available in America either in print or in
microform. The six classes are:
Local Records (fang chin, or, in pinyin: Fangzhi). This series
consists at present of 107 separate fang chih. published
between 1420 and 1597, thus all dating from the Ming period.
They are arranged by province, and the reproductions are priced
individually. The entire collection is offered as a unit at
the special price of U. S.$2,250.00.
Old Newspapers in Chinese, published from 1897 to 1948. 20 titles.
Included here are Guowen bao, October 1897-January 1899;
Xlang bao (Hunan), 1898. Most of the other papers are from
the 1920's through the 1940's. These include the Dagong bao
(Changsha), January 1917-February 1927; Hankow minguo ribao.
November 1926^July 1927; Henan minguo ribao. 1931-1944;
Qingdao shibao. 1932-1947; Baotou ribao. 1932-1948; XIIing
ribao. 1934-1936; and Taiyuan ribao. 1934-1937.
Old Periodicals in Chinese, published from 1919 to 1948. 25 titles.
Samples would be: Belling Daxue xuesheng zhoukan. January-May
1920; 1925; Jianshe. August 1919-December 1920; Xln shehui.
November 1919-May 1920; Shaonian zhongguo, 1919-1924; and
Xianqiu. January 1922-August 1923.
Current Newspapers in Chinese. 24 titles. All of these are delivered
annually except Renmin ribao, which is delivered semi-annually,
and of which back files can be supplied on request. It is
interesting to note that this series contains a number of pro
vincial papers such as Zhejiang ribao. Sichuan ribao. Fujian ribao,
Heilongjiang ribao. Shaanxi ribao. and Liaoning ribao.
Current Periodicals in Chinese. 73 titles. Samples would be Hongqi;
Jindal8hi yanjiu; Shengxue xuebao (Acta acoustica); Renkou yanjiu;
Xueshu yuekan; Kaogu; and Lishi dangan.
Current Chinese Newspaper and Periodicals in English. 7 titles.
Included are China Daily. Beijing Review. China Reconstructs.
Social Science in China. Chinese Literature. Women of China,
and Chinese Medical Journal.
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The above Information was extracted from the microfiche which the
CNMIEC distributed with its original letter of announcement. Since
then a printed catalog of 49 pages has been received, entitled merely
Chinese Publications on Microfilm. Ordering from a printed catalog
is much easier and more convenient than ordering from the microfiche.
(E. G. B.)

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS IS ACQUIRING MING GAZETTEERS IN MICROFICHE
The Chinese and Korean Section of the Library of Congress recently received
the first shipment of an order of Ming Dynasty fangzhi in microfiche. These
local records, prepared at county, subprefectural, and prefectural levels,
are preserved In the Tianyi Studio at Ningpo, Zhejiang Province. They are
extremely valuable sources for scholars working on the Ming-Qing period,
but so far have not been accessible to most scholars. These 107 titles
dating from the Hongzhi to the Wanli reigns, have been made available In
microfiche by the China National Microforms Import and Export Corporation.
The Library of Congress has ordered the complete set. Interested scholars
may use them in the Chinese and Korean Section, Asian Division.
The first shipment includes the following twelve titles:
Hobei Province
tfj

Jiajing Hejian fu zhi

-T

%

^

1566

Longqing Zhaozhou zhi
£

Jiajing Bazhou zhi
Jiajing Xiongcheng

$S

, 1540

iff ]|J
if

, 1548

**j &
, 1533

Jiangsu Province
Jiajing Gaochun xian zhi $k

^

Jiajing Baoying xian zhilue

\«) 3 $ ^
£fc *|f

ft

, 1562
7o

§

1538

Zhejiang Province
i f Jk. ^

Jiajing Taiping xian zhi ^

|$

, 1540

Anhui Province
Jiajing Tianchang xian zhi ^

if"

*L'

, 1550

Guangdong Province
Jiajing Qinzhou zhi
Jiajing Hui zhilue ^

, approx. 1529
3^

,%
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, 1560

Shanxi Province
Jiajing Taiyuan xian zhi

tff

K

/?.

&

, 1551

Ganso Province
Jiajing Ningxia xinzhi ^

if

^

\^

, 1540
(Ml Chu Wiens)

WOMEN WRITERS OF 20TH-CENTURY CHINA. Edited, with an Introduction byAngela Jung Palandri. (Asian Studies Publications Series No. 4 ) . Eugene,
Oregon: Asian Studies Program, University of Oregon, 1982. xii, 224 p.
$5.00.
This volume consists of an introduction, five essays on five writers, and a
bibliography. In the introduction, the editor critically describes and
analyzes the status, the role, and the literary endeavors of Chinese women
of the past and the present century, within the historical context as well
as in the broader context of the historical evolution of Chinese women. The
five essays, subtly different in tone and style, express different points
of view in their thematic emphases and methods of approach. In "Images of
Women in Ping Hsin's Fiction," Gloria Bien presents Ping Hsin's ideal of
women in terms of a feminist perspective. Clara Y. Guadrado in "Portraits
by a Lady: The Fictional World of Ling Shu-hua" analyzes and interprets
Ling's stories in terms of their realism, symbolism, and aesthetics. "Feminism
and Literary Techniques in Ting Ling's Early Short Stories" by Tani E. Barlow
studies Ting Ling's artistic distance from, and personal identification with,
the female characters in her early stories. In "The Shaping of a Life:
Structure and Narrative Process in Eileen Chang's The Rouge of the South,"
Hsin-sheng Kao perceives, in Chang's use of the mirror image, a device to
symbolize illusion versus the reality of the material world as well as a
structural device underlying the entire thematic development. Julia C. Lin
in ""A Woman's Voice: The Poetry of Yungtzu" traces the development of
Wang Jung-chih, one of the founders of contemporary Chinese poetry in Taiwan.
A poet herself, Liu evaluates the quality and also discusses the diction,
themes, metaphors, imagery, techniques, style, form, and syntax of Wang's
poetry. At the end of this volume, there is a 62 page selected bibliography
which covers fifteen well-known women writers of the twentieth Century. It
is divided into two sections. The first section is devoted to the original
works, translations (in English only), and critical studies of individual
writers; the second consists of reference sources, including anthologies,
general studies, and bibliographies which are pertinent to the study of these
authors.
The book can be ordered from, and checks should be made payable to, the Asian
Studies Program, University of Oregon, Oregon 97403. Previous publications
of this Asian Studies Publications Series are also available: Landscape
Modification and Resource Utilization in the People's Republic of China. 19601972 ($4.00); The White Birch School (Shirakabaha) of Japanese Literature:
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Some Sketches and Commentary ($4.00); Li Li-san and Chinese Communist
Dialectic ($2.00); Thirty-six Portraits of Sekino Jun'ichiro ($7.50).
(Wen-kai Kung)

III.

Japan

A UNION LIST OF JAPANESE LOCAL HISTORIES IN BRITISH LIBRARIES. Compiled by
J. M. Bunn and A. D. S. Roberts. Oxford: Bodleian Library, 1981. xvii,
406 pp. Price: 12 English pounds.
In 1979 a Union List of Chinese Local Histories in British Libraries.
compiled by Andrew Morton under the auspices of the China Library Group,
was published in Oxford (see Harvard-Yenching Library Occasional Reference
Notes, no. 13, September 1981; this notice was reprinted in CEAL Bulletin
no. 6 7 , p. 6 9 ) . Two years later we have frOm Oxford a union list of Japanese
local histories in six leading British libraries. These are the Bodleian
Library,. University of Oxford; the British Library Reference Division; the
Cambridge University Library; the Centre of Japanese Studies, University of
Sheffield; the Eastern Art Library, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford; and the Library
of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London.
This new work gives the essential bibliographical information on approximately
3,100 titles, both in romanized form and in the Japanese script. The main
body of the work lists first the. histories which pertain to entire areas:
Chabu, Chugoku, Kanto, Kinki Kyushu, Setonaikai, Shikoku and Tohoku. It then
proceeds to list works alphabetically by prefecture; and, under prefecture,
by smaller geographical divisions, such as mura. gun, cho, and shi. After
a four-page section listing works on which information was received after the
main body of the list had been completed, we find a detailed alphabetical
listing of piace names (e.g., CHIT0SE mura is listed under OITA ken, and
the reader is referred to p. 2 3 ) ; and an "Index of Obsolete Place Names with
Nearest Modern Equivalent."
The Union List contains a. very interesting, and informative introduction by
one of the compilers, Mr. Jonathan Bunn, who died before the volume was
published. He explains the two main streams of local history research and
compilation and publication in modern Japan: Individual efforts, sometimes
within small groups, and official efforts of cities, towns, prefectures, e t c
He compares the products of these two streams, the motives behind the compi
lation, and the nature of the resulting volumes.
Concerning the compilation of official commemorative histories, he writes
that "The intentions are almost always high-minded and philosophical, rarely
practical, usually multiple and sometimes Impossible." Nevertheless, an
enormous amount of information is contained in the great proliferation of
local histories, the modern descendants of the fudokl which were compiled
on the order of the Empress Gemmei in the year 713; and students of- Japan
remain deeply indebted to their compilers.
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It is to be regretted that no comprehensive union list of Chinese or
Japanese local histories in American libraries has yet been produced.
Probably the closest approximations are the Checklist of Japanese Local
Histories compiled jointly by the East Asiatic Library of the University
of California at Berkeley and the East Asian Collection of the Hoover
Institution, published in 1978 (see CEAL Bulletin no. 64, pp. 78-79); and
the Checklist of Chinese Local Histories, published by the same libraries
in 1980 (CEAL Bulletin no. 64, pp. 73-74). Both of these checklists, how
ever, valuable as they are, are limited to the holdings of only these two
institutions. A number of American Institutions, beginning with the Library
of Congress in 1942, have published catalogs of their holdings of Chinese
local histories, but none of the proposals which have been put forth for
the compilation of nation-wide lists have yet come to fruition. For this
achievement we can only salute our British colleagues.
(E. G. B.)

THE GRIFFIS COLLECTION OF JAPANESE BOOKS: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Edited by
Diane E. Perushek, with the assistance of Howard Curtis, Ishikawa Kazuo, and
Alan Wolfe. (Cornell University East Asia Paper No. 28.) Ithaca, ChinaJapan Program, Cornell University, 1982. xv, 96 pp. Price 85 (postage
included).
This annotated bibliography lists 483 Japanese works from the personal
library of the Rev. William Elliot Griffis, who taught Western science in
Japan between 1871 and 1874 as one of the fir6t foreigners hired by the new
Meiji government. Assembled both during and after his stay in Japan, the
Griffis Collection provides an overview of Japanese society in transition
from the Tokugawa reign to the openness and Western orientation of the early
decades of the Meiji period. Of particular note are the wood-block print
maps, the substantial holdings in Edo genre fiction, and the Japanese
translations of the Bible and Christian hymnals. A fuller description of
the Griffis Collection by Alan Wolfe appeared in CEAL Bulletin No. 63
(October 1980) p. 40-47.
(Paul Cheng)

JAPANESE LEGAL PERIODICALS: A Checklist of Holdings. Compiled by Takeo Nishioka.
Washington: Law Library, Library of Congress, 1982. 80 p.
This Checklist contains essential bibliographical information and detailed
holdings of 306 periodicals relating to Japan in the Far Eastern Law Division
of the Law Library, Library of Congress. Of these, 294 are in the Japanese
language, and 12 are in English. The periodicals listed, with the exception
of those published in Korea and Taiwan during the Japanese occupation of
those countries, were all published in Japan between 1884 and July 1980,
which is the cutoff date for items Included in this list. Cross references
are made from the titles In English which many of these journals carry.
The "Foreword" by Mr. Carlton W. Kenyon, the Law Librarian, states that in
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the Lav Library there are now some 60,000 volumes (including monographs)
concerned with Japanese Law; and he adds that "Holdings of Japanese legal
periodicals are especially distinguished as a result of the fruitful
purchase and international exchange arrangements which the Library has
maintained with Japan for many years." The publication of this Checklist
will make these holdings accessible to the general public.
(E. G. B.)

JAPANESE PERIODICALS 1982: A Guide to Business and Economic Periodicals in
English Published in Japan. Tokyo: Keizai Koho Center (Japan Institute
for Economic Affairs), 1982. 78 p. 1,000 yen.
This is a compact annotated guide to 217 periodicals In English, arranged
in 14 subject categories: General, economy, trade, business, Industry and
technology, agriculture, forestry and fisheties, labor, finance, government,
international relations, energy, media and publications, and newspapers.
It includes a list of publishers, with address and publication(s), and an
alphabetical list of periodicals.
Frequency, size, and subscription information is provided. There are a
number of free and Inexpensive titles, in addition to more costly items such
as The Japan Business Law Journal (135,00 yen, or U.S. $600) and The Japan
Commerce—Iron and Steel (dally), which costs 222,000 yen for domestic
subscription. The Guide is current as of December, 1981.

NEW JAPANESE ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS PERIODICALS IN 1982.
Japanese Periodicals 1982. reviewed above, is already somewhat outdated
with the birth of at least three new periodicals early this >ear. They are:
Journal of Japanese Trade and Industry, published by the Japan Economic
Foundation (Kokusai Keizai Koryu Zaidan); Entrepreneurship. published by the
PHP [Peace, Happiness, and Prosperity] Institute and distributed by the
Electronics Industrial Association (Ninon Denshi Kikai KCgyokai); and The
JAMA Forum, published by the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association
(Ninon Jldosha KogyBkai), the first issues of which were published In January,
March, and April 1982, respectively.
(Frank T. Yorichika)

KAD0KAWA KOGO DAI JITEN.
Compiled by
Yukihiko Nakamura, Masao Okami and Atsuyoshi Sakakura. Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten,
1982- projected In 4 volumes.
This may be the most extensive encyclopedic dictionary of archaic to premodera Japanese words when it is completed three years from now. Projected
to be four volumes In length, it will Include approximately 80,000 vocabu
laries selected from 4,000 written sources and documents covering a wide
range of subjects, according to the publisher's announcement.
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A unique quality of this dictionary is its definition of kogo (classical
words) as "Words which appear in written sources from ancient to pre-modern
periods". The dictionary will include words which are currently in use
as long as they have appeared in some old written source.
Another uniqueness and strength of this dictionary is the way words are
explained using the recent findings of scholars. The central meaning of
a word is carefully and insightfully explained and the relationships between
synonyms or words with the same origin are mentioned. A change in the
meaning of the same word, period to period, is also given with rich examples
and references. This dictionary includes many illustrations, proper nouns,
proverbs, and sayings. A must in every library.
(Yasukc Makino)

IIENKYUSHA'S MY ENGLISH DICTIONARY: LARGE TYPE EDITION FOR THE VISUALLY IMBAIREDDORANEKO DAIKATSUJIBON (JAKUSHIYO) JISHO ''KENKYUSHA. MAI EI-WA JITEN".

j&j&L

•

Kyoto:

Doraneko Kob5, 1981, 1897 pp.

¥2,500.

This unique dictionary is a special-type edition of Kenkyusha's my English
dictionary (Compiled by the Editorial Stsff of the Kenkyusha Dictionary
Division, editorial supervision by Kenzo I t o ) , a dictionary widely used
among high schcol students in Japan. As the title clearly Indicates, this
dictionary was prepared for the visually impaired. Eut because of the use
of extremely large type (1/4" x 1/4"), it could be used by other classes of
people. I would like to introduce this dictionary so that it may be used by
American students who are studying the Japanese language. The lack or the
scarcity of good dictionaries which can be used by beginning to intermediate
students is a widely recognized problem. One particular problem American
students face is the difficulty of making out the Chinese characters they
find in the dictionary because of the use cf extremely small type, which is
common among dictionaries. Because of its originally Intended audience,
the vocabulary in this dictionary is rather small (11,000 words), but the
advantage of large type more than makes up for its shortcomings.
(Yasukc Makino)

KO KAN-WA JITEN. 0\ 'j%JfV
By Tetsuji Morohashi, Tadashi Kamada, and
Torataro Yoneyama. Tokyo: Taishukan Shoten, 1981- projected in 3 v. and
index.
This is a modernized and simplified version of the monumental, voluminous
Morohashi's Dai Kan-Wa jiten (Tokyo: Taishukan, 13 v. 1955-1960). The
authors spent twenty years to compile this updated, easy-tc-use dictionary
to meet the current needs of scholars and the general p u b l i c
They selected
20,000 root Chinese characters out of 50,000 in Dal Kan-wa 11ten, and included
120,000 compounds compared to 526,000 in Morohashi for this 4-volume dictionary.
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Entry is under the new forts of characters when applicable, and the old
form is listed directly under the new form, as opposed to Dal Kan-Wa s
entry under the old form of the character. Chinese pronunciation in p'in
yin romanization, difficult readings, and antonyms are some of the new
features of this dictionary. A particular effort was made to Include
simplified Chinese characters, Japanese characters appearing in classics,
Japanese compounds, and Japanese words written with Chinese characters.
It still Includes the seal style characters of Shuo wen chleh tzu. the
oldest Chinese dictionary, and explanations of them. The Index volume,
which is to be published this summer, will include indexes by stroke count,
on, kun, and Chinese pronunciation, by the four-corner system, and the
Japanese alphabet. Some of the radicals are modified for easy consultation.
1

(Yasuko Makino)

KOJI ZOKUSHIN KOTOWAZA DAIJITEN
by Shojaku Tosho and Gengo Kenkyujo.
¥9,800,

Compiled
Tokyo: Shogakukan, 1982. 13, 1998 p.

This is a comprehensive dictionary of historical allusions, expressions,
proverbs, common sayings, and folk beliefs which are commonly used in Japan.
The key feature is its size (43,000 entry words) and scope. For instance,
the proverbs collected in this dictionary include both Chinese and Western
along with Japanese. Thus the user is saved the time and trouble of checking
different dictionaries for different subjects. This conveniently replaces
some standard dictionaries such as Suzuki's Koji kotowaza jiten, Ikeda's
Koji jukugo daijiten and Shiraishi's Kokugo kan'yoku daijiten, etc. Another
strength lies in its extensive general word index (p. 1256-1998). This is
the first dictionary I know of that Includes folk beliefs, which were
collected extensively from local sources and materials on dialects through
out the country. Although the compilers claim that it includes wordplays
and puns, etc., I found almost none of the ones included in Suzuki's Kotoba
asobi jiten. Also for less frequently used Chinese classical allusions and
phrases, it is necessary to c^heck Morohashi's Chugoku koten meigen jiten.
It is arranged in a large Japanese syllabary order, and the user will not
always be able to find the entry he is looking for in the place where he
expects to find it. It is absolutely necessary to check the general index.
For example, the sayings, "sakaya e sanri, tofuya e niri," "Tonari ichiri
tofuya sanri", both meaning "Living in an inconvenient, far away place"
can be found only when you check under tofuya (bean curd shop) in the general
index, but not when you look under the entry, t5fuya.
(Yasuko Makino)

SHAKAI FUKUSHI EI-WA WA-EI YOGO JITEN (Social Welfare and Related Services Glossary)
^ 3ti %t ^
4o3fc.^'f&-$%-$V
Compiled by Yuichi Nakamura,
Yoko Kojima, and Lawrence H. Thompson. Tokyo: Seishin ShobS, 1981, xi, 76,
102, 30, 11 pp. 19 cm. ¥ 1800
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This is a glossary of some 3,300 terms in English and about 5,000 in
Japanese in the field of social welfare as broadly interpreted. Englishlanguage entries were chosen mainly from the Encyclopedia of Social Work
(National Association of Social Workers, 1929-1965) supplemented by
additions from other sources. Japanese terms ccme from Shakai fukushi
Jiten (Seishln Shobo, 1974), again supplemented by the compilers. About
5 percent of the Japanese terms have been selected for elaboration in a
usage appendix. The terms selected for further discussion were those which
the compilers felt would not be understood easily with Just word-for-word
translations. It Is not clear if there were objective considerations which
influenced the choice of terms for Inclusion in the appendix. Other than
in the usage section, there are no real definitions, only the listing of
the equivalent terms In Japanese or English.
The work is intended mainly for Japanese working in social welfare who.need
English definitions. It also hopes to "promote the accurate understanding
of Japanese social welfare in ether countries" and aims to enable the
Japanese researcher to "discover the knack of expressing Japanese social
welfare-related terms in precise, easy to understand English."
The glossary may also be used by non-Japanese researchers in social welfare.
The compilers are cognizant of the growing interest in the international
community In examining the Japanese system, and a researcher with a reading
knowledge of Japanese can make use of this volume. It will not be so
useful in cases where knowledge of Japanese is quite limited, as there are
no "readings" supplied, except in the usage section.
The usage appendix is valuable, although it could have been expanded. At
least one entry had what I considered to be a slightly misleading translation
(Parent-child suicide [pact] for oyako-shinju) and this translation was
only partially corrected in its usage entry. Nonetheless, as the authors
hope, this section will be of some- assistance to readers of English who wish
to know more about Japanese social welfare. They will be hampered by the
lack of subject access to terms in the usage section, and it is not likely
many readers will care to read random definitions for informational purposes.
A chronology of important Japanese laws relating to social welfare is included,
and an attempt is made to standardize their English equivalents. There is
also a table of organization of Japanese government ministries which have
some connection with social welfare and policy. The charts need more keys
to indicate fully the relationships expressed.
The compactness of this work, as well as the relevance and Importance of
the terms selected, probably make this little volume worthwhile, and as an
attempt at standardization it is valuable. For those who need further
explanations, subject dictionaries in either language will still have to
be employed, as will bilingual language dictionaries. It does not render
obsolete other works such as Nakamura [et al., 1974] Shakai fukushi jiten
(to which it is intimately related) or Shakaigaku yogo jiten (Suzuki
Yukltoshi, et al., 1977)
(Robert L. August)
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SHLNSHLN SHOGAI JITEN <V^

4j

^

Edited by Motoo Ishibe, et. al.
20 cm. ¥ 2,800

Tokyo: Fukumura Shuppan, 1981.

387 p;

This is a dictionary which will be of great interest to anyone working
in the area of handicapped services in Japanese. Its 3,000 entries cover
a wide range of medical, social, educational, and welfare topics.
The compilers believe that a common understanding of the meanings of terms
is required of researchers and workers in the various social service
disciplines, and to that end they have solicited entries from over 100
contributors from various fields.
Entries are arranged in kana order, but no readings are given. The dic
tionary does have some commendable features, including see references from
terms not selected as entries, liberal references to items of related
interest, and biographical entries. There are three indexes which cover
persons, subjects, and most useful of all, foreign terms.
Since much specialized sociological terminology has no "standard" Japanese
form, this index is especially useful in that it allows entry not only to
headings which are equivalent to a given foreign term, but also to those
entries which use foreign terminology in some part of the body of the
definition itself. Thus many of the definitions establish some common
frame of reference by using a mutually understood technical foreign term.
Foreign language terms which have become standard Japanese, that is, galraigo
items, are used as main entries in their katakana form. Abbreviations appear
as headings in roman form (IQ, for example).
In its scope and in the quality of its definitions, this dictionary will go
a long way toward achieving the compilers' goal of fostering better inter
disciplinary communication by establishing a basis for common understanding
of the meanings of terms. In addition, this dictionary will also aid those
working with Japanese materials.
(Robert L. August)

SHUDAI SHOSHl SAKUIN. 2- "5F - a ? - ! ' ^ ^ ! Compiled by Hitoshi Fukai.
•Nichigai Associates, 1981. xxxiv, 352 pp. ¥ 18,000.

Tokyo:

This is a sequel to Jimbutsu shoshi sakuin (Tokyo: Nichigai Associates,
1979) compiled by the same compiler. 11,150 items mainly in the humanities
and social sciences, covering 1966 through 1980, are indexed under 4,890
subjects (entry words, rather). Bibliographies which appeared both in books
and journals are indexed. Tremendous effort was put into collecting
bibliographies of various subject and it is a pity that both the choice of
entry word and the indexing are inconsistent, almost arbitrary, and in many
cases, redundant. For example, the following three words; goraku (amusement,
recreation), recreation, leisure are synonymous, but all three of them are
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separate entry words without any kind of cross references. The same is
true with ho (law), horitsu (law), and hSgaku (law) as well as for
mlashuahufti (democracy) and democracy. There are numerous instances like
these. The user of this index must check every possible synonym against
the general entry word, just to make sure to catch all the bibliographies
written about one particular subject.
There is a list of entry words divided under the Japanese decimal classifi
cation systen. at the beginning of the book; but to be able to benefit from
it, the user must be familiar with this classification system, and must
also go through the whole section, because none of the listing follows the
order of the Japanese syllabary.
(Yasuko Makino)

WAGA KUNI NO KOKUSAI BUNKA KORxU DANTAI iCHIRAN [Directory of International
Cultural Exchange Organizations in Japan]. Compiled by Kokusai Roryu Kikin
[Japan Foundation]. Tokyo: Kokusai Koryu Kikin, 1982. 243 p.
This is a revised edition of the Japan Foundation's 1978 work: VJaga kuni
no ahuyo kokusai k5ryu dental ichiran. Based primarily on questionnaires
distributed in September-November 1980, with partial updating through phone
calls and correspondence in the summer of 1981, this directory provides
information about 175 organizations engaged in international cultural
exchange. It excludes administrative organizations, profit-making organi
zations, colleges and universities, and academic societies. Information
provided includes: Name (in Japanese and in English), address, telephone
number(s), name of representative and title, type of organization, date of
establishment, purpose, assets (operating funds), budget, number of staff,
activities, grants and fellowships, overseas office(s), library (whether
or not it is open to the public), affiliated institution(s), and publications.
It is a handsome and useful addition to any reference shelf. Complimentary
copies may be obtained by writing to: Kokusai Koryu Kikin, Park Building,
3-6 Kloi-cbJ5, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102 JAPAN.
(Frank T. Yorichika)

IV.

Korea

KOREA OVERSEAS PUBLICATIONS (K.O.P.) OPENS INTERNATIONAL EXHIBIT
During 1982, an International book exhibition was held for the first time
in Korea. This exhibit, which took place at the Korea Overseas Publications
Building in Seoul for about one month starting March 20, 1982, showed about
100,000 different titles of foreign and domestic books, with approximately
2,000 publishing companies and bookstores from the United States, Japan,
Britain, the Netherlands, and Korea participating. A special booth was
erected for the display of old and rare Korean books, dating from the Yi
Dynasty (1392-1010). These included about 50 textbooks for Confucian
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Others included were a woodprint of "One Thousand Chinese Characters" and
some original books written by Yi I
)» * great philosopher during
the Yi Dynasty. This book exhibition was aimed at giving a stimulus to
the long stagnant publishing business In Korea.
(By Boksoon Halm, based on
The Korea Herald. March 20, 1982)

CHARYO HAN'GUK KYONGJEHAK NONJO
(The Development of Economics in Korea' Since the Openings A Descriptive
Catalogue) Compiled by Ki Jun Rhee. Seoul, II Cho Gak, 1980.
This is the most comprehensive bibliography on Korean economics ever compiled.
It seeks to Include all articles, dissertations, research reports, and trans
lations of non-Korean works written between 1876 to 1976.
It consists of two parts. Part one provides an author-title listing according
to the classification system of the American Economic Association. Part two
lists the same items by author in the Korean alphabetical sequence.
This work will be very useful to those who are Interested in a historical
review of Korean economic studies and in the writings of individual Korean
scholars.
(Yong Kyu Choo)

KOREAN AND JAPANESE WOMEN: AN ANALYTIC BIBLIOGRAPHICAL GUIDE. Compiled and
edited by Besting Chun Koh, with contributions from Maureen Donovan,
Kathleen Molony, and the HRAF Korea Project Staff. Published under the
auspices of the Human Relations Area Files. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood
Press, 1982. xl, 904 pp. $65.00.
A purpose of this Guide, as stated in its General Introduction, is "to facili
tate a wide variety of descriptive or comparative research on Korean and
Japanese women." To this end, it Includes books, journal articles, chapters
of books, conference papers, and dissertations written in Korean, Japanese,
and English, termed "documents." These "documents", published between 1789
and 1979, are largely "secondary sources" that provide references to such
primary sources as "biographies, autobiographic essays, case studies, legal
codes, and novels."
The most valuable feature of the Guide is the use of a multiple-approach
technique based on various analytical Indexes and classifications. One can
find a reference in indexes arranged by key terms, time periods, geographical
locations, and OCM (Outline of Cultural Materials) categories, as well as by
the traditional approaches of author, title, and subject. Because of its
unique organization, the Guide provides challenging opportunities not only
for comparative research on Korean and Japanese women, but also for r e s e a r c h
on women of one or the other country.
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Intended for researchers, teachers and students, the Guide is divided
into two books. Book I, in five parts, analyzes and classifies the 519
documents (356 on Korean women and 163 on Japanese women) that are fully
described in Book II. References to Korean and Japanese women are listed
separately throughout. Book II gives the complete citation for each
document, arranged by an Identifying number and often annotated. Also
included is a list of "English Translations of Japanese Fiction by Women."
Together with the compiler's Korean Family and Kinship Studies, Guide (New
Haven: Human Relations Area Files, 1980. xiv, 548 p p . ) , which applies the
same approach, this timely bibliography will contribute not only to women's
studies of East Asian women but to Korean studies, especially the study of
Korean culture and society.
(Catherine Y. Lee)

KUGOHAK CHARYO N0NMUNJ1P ( ^ ( M ^
J£
).
volume 1 . 1 9 8 0 - ' . $47.15 per volume.

Seoul, Taejegak ((M

#17*iT
'

),

As stated in its preface, this compilation, containing articles dealing with
Korean linguistics, will be published in seven volumes. These articles are
separated into five broad subject categories and are being reprinted in book
format. The first volume, which deals with Korean phonetics and phonology,
contains approximately 70 articles which were published in various journals
during the years 1970 to 1979. The articles are arranged by the Han'gul
order of the authors' last names. If this plan goes as well as the publisher
anticipates, it would be one of the two major works on Korean linguistics
ever published in Korea, collected in a concise and easily usable format that
any Korean collection or scholar in this field must acquire. (The other
$ /Cy^
"^J\\ )
major work is the Yoktae Han'guk munpop taegye. Q/fc Jfi
for the period 1870-1970, a collection of about 100 volumes of reprinted
articles on Korean grammar. That set is currently being published by
T'ap Ch'ulp'ansa
in Korea.)

(ffafrtfltfj.)

The broad categories planned for this seven-volume set are: Korean phonetics
and phonology (volumes 1 - 2 ) , Korean morphology (volumes 3 - 4 ) , Korean syntax
(volume 5 ) , Korean language policy (volume 6 ) , and Korean language education
(volume 7 ) .
One minor point concerning Improvement on the first volume is that some of
the reprinting is not clear even though it is readable. Other than that,
it is a very handy and extremely time-saving work for anyone who wants to
do research on Korean linguistics.
(Yoon-whan Choe)
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Books on
Asian Studies

ORIGINS
OF THE JAPANESE
LANGUAGE
Roy Andrew
Miller
This book is a nontechnical, highly readable introduction to what is known
of the historical origins of the Japanese language and the current state of
research on the subject. The author traces the language back to the early
history of the Altaic family of languages—a history beginning in the Transcaspian s(eppe six or seven thousand years before the Christian era.
Publications on Asia of the School of International Studies 34
236pp., maps, bibliog., index. ISBN 0-295-95766-2,
$17.50
FROM
THE COUNTRY
OF EIGHT
ISLANDS
An Anthology of Japanese Poetry
Edited and translated by Hiroaki Sato and Burton Watson
Introduction by Thomas Rimer
These translations—most done especially for this anthology and appearing
here for the first time—include a generous sampling of poems from the most
famous Japanese anthologies as well as a full selection of works by individ
ual poets. This unparalleled anthology demonstrates the complexity and
richness of fifteen hundred years of poetic traditions.
480 pp., notes, bibliog , ISBN 0-295-95798-0,
$17.50
JAPAN'S

COMMISSION

ON

THE

CONSTITUTION

The Final Report
Edited and translated by John M. Maki
This is the first English translation of the main text of the original report of
Japan's Commission on the Constitution, the result of a massive study con
ducted between 1957 and 1964 on the constitution, which had been im
posed in 1947 during the Allied military occupation. Maki has added an
informative preface, an appendix containing short biographies of all com
missioners, and a bibliographical
essay.
Asian Law Series 7
352 pp. ISBN

0-295-95767-0,

$25.00

University of Washington Press
Seattle and London

WESTERN REPORTS
ON THE TAIPING
A SELECTION OF

DOCUMENTS

Prescott Clarke and J. S. Gregory, editors

The Taiping movement of 1 8 5 0 - 1 8 6 4 , whether seen as "rebellion" or "revolution,"
has long been recognized as one of the seminal events in modern Chinese history.
Probably more than any other single theme in that history before the rise to power of
the Chinese Communist Party it has engaged the attention of contemporary historians.
O n e p r o b l e m f a c i n g a l l s e r i o u s s t u d e n t s of t h e T a i p i n g i s t h e p a u c i t y , r e l a 
t i v e to t h e s c a l e a n d u n d o u b t e d s i g n i f i c a n c e of t h e m o v e m e n t , o f t h e p r i m a r y
s o u r c e s a v a i l a b l e . T h o u g h , s e v e r a l c o l l e c t i o n s of t h e C h i n e s e d o c u m e n t s of
the R e b e l l i o n t r a n s l a t e d into English h a v e now been p u b l i s h e d , this collec
t i o n for t h e f i r s t t i m e r e f l e c t s t h e s t a t e of k n o w l e d g e a b o u t t h e R e b e l l i o n
a m o n g the W e s t e r n e r s in C h i n a a t the t i m e .
Gregory and Clarke have thoroughly combed the Western sources and brought to
gether not only the lesser known, and even the unknown, but also, by orderly presenta
tion and judicious introductions and notes, brought out the significance of some of the
better known materials.
Western Reports on the Taiping is a detailed series of reports written by Western jour
nalists, missionaries, scholars, and government officials arranged chronologically. The
original French and English language sources are all published, though few of the doc
uments are readily available. By collecting and commenting on these documents, the
editors have created a volume of great value to readers interested in 19th century Chi
nese history, Chinese revolutionary history, and the Western impact in China.
A graduate of Harvard's East Asia Center and subsequently of the School of Oriental
and African Studies in London, the late P r e s c o t t C l a r k e moved to Australia in 1967
to teach Chinese history at Monash University in Melbournex J . S . G r e g o r y , profes
sor of history at La Trobe University, completed the Ph.D. at London University.
Their collaboration on this work began in 1 9 7 1 .
$25.00 hardcover, $15.95 paperback, $.75 per book for shipping
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in Microforms

Our latest publications are-.
OJHHifclg (RYUEI HINAMI-KI)
Calender of Tokugawa Feudal Government
Original:

190,000 pages, 771 vols., manuscript
written.in india ink.
Microfilm: 35mm. positive, 130 reels (65 boxes)
Price:
U S $ 5,870.00

Owm^mm

mkmt (genu m o n o g a t a r d

Seikado Collection of The Tale of Genji
Original:

109 manuscripts and printed books in
1,058 volumes in the Seikado Library, Tokyo
Microfilm: 35 m m . positive, 76 reels (38 boxes)
Price:
U S $ 2,960.00

Aside from these two collections, we can also provide in
microform 60 other important and selected collections, periodicals
and newspapers in the field of humanuies.
ft Materials can be purchased payable in instalments.
ft Other special payment terms could also be arranged.
^
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to you. Kindly contact Seiji Okada, Manager Export Div.
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